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Editorial
When I ask a class of Christians, who are training to work cross-culturally, what they think
of when they hear the words ‘patron’ or ‘patronage,’ the responses are usually relatively
predictable: “sucking-up,” “nepotism,” “corruption,” “bribery,” “someone who goes into a
shop,” “a wealthy person who supports the arts or gives a lot of money to a particular cause.”
However, when speaking with an Egyptian Christian colleague, I suggested that some people
might think of a patron as an influential ‘big man’ in a tribe. She quickly jumped in and said,
To be honest, I’d more likely think of a woman as a patron. It is usually women with
money and power who are more likely to think of supporting people. Men are at work,
whereas women are not working but will use their wealth and power to make social
connections and actively seek and create relationships. In Egypt, it is the older women
who have social power and wealth. My grandmother would be the one giving to an
orphanage or helping out in the neighbourhood. She had complete financial control. My
mother, while still living in Australia, was also always buying gifts and spending on her
brothers [in Egypt] who were less financially able.
My colleague knows that patronage is all to do with relationships. Yet because patron-client
relationships are unequal (or unbalanced), westerners struggle to comprehend and navigate
them in their host contexts. The trainees in my class have their minds blown when we discuss a
case study in which individuals in minor debt to an organisation or person want to stay in debt
because it signals that both parties wish to remain in an ongoing relationship of value and trust!
Westerners have been taught to keep business and friendship separate. We do not want to
be seen as corrupt or showing favouritism. We do not want to be indebted to someone, nor to
have others permanently indebted to us. Therefore, western Christian cross-cultural workers
sometimes want to ignore or reject patron-client relationships and stay outside the system.
This, however, is practically impossible to do because we need relationships. To reject patronage
is to reject relationships with people and to potentially open ourselves to the perception that
we are shameful and untrustworthy.
Furthermore, westerners tend to think of patronage as being all about money, and we tend to
think we are always in the position of ‘patron.’ Yet patronage is about much more than money,
and we are often in the position of ‘client,’ needing help with language learning, inside cultural
knowledge, open doors, connections, and practical assistance. Not only are relationships vital,
but reciprocity is also a key component of patronage – a foreigner who gives money to a beggar
as a one-off, random event is not a ‘patron’ and the beggar is not a ‘client,’ for there is no
relationship established, and the giving is one way.
Having said this, to fully embrace the way patron-client relationships operate in another
context is equally not an option, since we are not cultural insiders and because patronage is not
a perfect, sinless construct. It is open to abuse and misuse by both patrons and clients – hence

the negative terms which we often associate with it, or the negative experiences which
we have had. We need to therefore understand it and learn to participate in it as much as
possible as honourable patrons and clients, while pointing to God as the most honourable,
perfect patron.
The articles in this webzine seek to answer the questions What is patronage? What do
‘patrons’ do? What do ‘clients’ do? How do patron-client relationships operate in different
contexts? How can an outsider operate in a society or community where patron-client
relationships are the accepted, normal, way of operating? What are, and how might we
avoid, the pitfalls of patronage? How can an understanding of patron-client relationships
help us to understand our relationship with God, and how might this be beneficial in our
witness to and discipleship of Muslims?
Cassie J. Robin’s article is a comprehensive overview which answers these questions and
explores what it means to be an honourable patron and client. She unpacks the concepts
of grace, blessing, God as patron, Christ as broker, and our response and responsibilities
as clients, and discusses potential implications of these for evangelism and discipleship
among Arab Believers of Muslim Background (BMBs).
The concept of God as patron and people as clients is also picked up upon in Colin Edward’s
insightful article, in which he explores the importance of patron-client relationships in
Bangladesh through the lens of leaders of Sufi orders and their disciples. In this South
Asian context, one’s allegiance to one’s Sufi leader as one’s patron, and that leader’s
connection with Muhammad, provides the relational conduit through which one can be
saved. Dr. Edwards describes how BMBs have come to see Jesus, rather than Muhammad,
as having the highest honour, and thus deserving of their allegiance, loyalty, and faith,
sharing in his death, new life, and salvation. This article raises important questions about
whether Muslim women in South Asia experience patron-client relationships in the same
way, particularly with regard to being disciples of a particular Sufi leader. Do South Asian
women say they gain salvation through being “in” (having an allegiance to) their leader?
Do South Asian women BMBs describe coming to know Jesus as being deserving of a
greater honour, and thus allegiance, than Muhammad? Do they speak of salvation and their
relationship with God in patron-client terms? There is much more we can learn.
Dr. Edward’s article highlights the fact that in the minds of many westerners, unlike in
the mind of my Egyptian colleague, women are less often thought of as patrons. However,
Aylin Mardin helpfully points out in her article that women can be influential patrons in
their own contexts, but this patronage may be less public, and expressed differently, to
male patronage. Mardin describes collective monthly ‘lending circles’ and hospitality as
expressions of patronage among women in Turkey. She also raises questions about the
implications of patron-client relationships on the BMB churches which are led by western
Christian workers. She further elaborates on the important, yet often unseen, patronage
roles that Christian background women play in the faith journeys of male BMBs.
Anna Shean’s article is a thoughtful and practical discussion about how she has
experienced, and is learning from, the ways in which her Muslim friends relate to each other
as well as to her. She details how westerners in diaspora contexts can not only helpfully
use their status as patrons, but also crucially become ‘needy patrons,’ graciously accepting
the hospitality, gifts, community public honour, and help which our Muslim friends offer in
reciprocation. While Shean acknowledges the potential pitfalls of patronage in a western
context, she also argues persuasively that westerners can use patronage both to point our
friends to Christ and in discipleship.

While the majority of articles in this edition are written by westerners, those written by
Grace Al-Zoughbi and Julie B. Ma (a westerner in conversation with a Taiwanese crosscultural worker) present insider perspectives on patronage. As an Arab Christian woman,
Al-Zoughbi argues that male patronage is the predominant, visible form of patronage
within Arab society. She unpacks the story of Abigail in 1 Samuel and demonstrates how
Abigail wisely navigates the tension between Nabal and David, exercising power and
influence just as a patron does. Al-Zoughbi notes that Abigail also uses hospitality as part
of her role of patron – hospitality that is rarely public, often unseen, yet vitally important in
the building and maintaining of relationships. She suggests that Abigail is a model for how
Arab Christian women can take a more visible, public role as patron through theological
education, in order to promote peace and reconciliation.
Penny, the Taiwanese cross-cultural worker interviewed by Ma for her article, contributes
many insightful comments about her experience of patronage, where her ‘mother church’
(or ‘sending church’) acts as her ‘patron.’ Penny demonstrates that in her relationship with
her mother church, her loyalty as ‘client’ is fundamental. Patrons gain honour through
the number of clients they have (because they are seen as trustworthy and generous) and
through the public honour with which the clients reciprocate. Thus, Taiwanese mother
churches want to publicly promote the activities of their cross-cultural workers – not an
easy path to navigate if one is a worker in a sensitive location, as Penny points out. The
strength of loyalty and honour makes it difficult for Taiwanese cross-cultural workers and
mother churches to understand or subscribe to a more western model of being sent by an
overarching agency in which a worker raises support through many individual supporters
and multiple churches. Furthermore, Penny raises an element of patron-client relationships
which westerners often overlook: the patron’s provision not only of material needs but also
guidance and advice, and the humble and prayerful submission of the client in response.
All these issues are ones which need further investigation and understanding if western
cross-cultural workers are going to partner effectively with non-westerners in our efforts
to reach the world for Christ.
The final article in this issue revisits March 2021 webzine topic of suffering. In it, Louise
Griffin explores what she has learned from Arab Muslim women about bereavement and
their struggles in difficult times, drawing not only on interviews and personal stories, but
also on women’s social media posts. The article is divided into three sections, focusing on
patience, predestination, and du’a supplication; the fear of death, the grave, and God; and
sharing the message of Christ with Arab Muslim women experiencing suffering and loss.
At the end of each section, Griffin posits helpful questions which we can ask of our Muslim
friends to gain an understanding of how they experience God in the midst of suffering.
The specific terminology of ‘patron,’ ‘client,’ and ‘patronage’ are not ones which are likely
to be explicitly used in most non-western contexts – such relationships may simply be ‘the
norm’ or metaphors may be used (such as ‘shepherd’ in Arabic). However, I trust that as a
result of reading the articles in this webzine, we will all seek to discover how relationships
operate in the contexts in which we serve, what is required of each relational party, and
how we can best join in the dance of giving and receiving so as to point to God, the most
honourable patron, to whom we give unswerving loyalty and trust, exuberant public
thanksgiving and testimony, and good works which imitate his generosity.

Louise Simon

Patronage and Women
in the Arab Muslim World

Cassie J. Robin
The patronage system undorgirds collective hierarchical cultures, such as those in the
Arab world. When ministering to Muslim women in the Arab world, it is important to
understand patronage for three reasons: Firstly, we need to understand the cultural
system in which we find ourselves, and the implications for living as an honourable
patron or client within this system. Secondly, understanding patronage is important
for understanding grace and God’s relationship with us, which has implications for how
we share the gospel with Arab Muslim women. Thirdly, patronage provides an
important model for our own discipleship relationships with women believers from
Muslim backgrounds (BMBs).

1. Patronage & Understanding Culture
It is important for us to understand patronage, firstly, so that we understand the
cultural system in which we find ourselves, and how to behave honourably within that
system.

What is patronage?
Patronage relationships are reciprocal, unequal relationships in which a person of
higher status (patron) provides resources (material, political or spiritual) to protect or
help a person of lower status (client). The client must then repay the patron by
showing them public honour and loyalty, and by providing services to the patron if the
opportunity arises.
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Richard Saller describes the dynamics at play in a patronage relationship:
First, [patronage] involves the reciprocal exchange of goods and services.
Secondly, to distinguish it from a commercial transaction in the
marketplace, the relationship must be a personal one of some duration.
Thirdly, it must be asymmetrical, in the sense that the two parties are
of unequal status and offer different kinds of goods and services in the
exchange—a quality which sets patronage off from friendship
between equals.1
Patronage relationships are entered into voluntarily and can be abandoned
voluntarily. However, they are usually binding, ideally life-long relationships,
sometimes lasting across generations. The relationship “does not remain static but
instead changes and can be renegotiated according to the situation. Sometimes the
patron may become the client when the need arises.”2

Reciprocity
The principle of reciprocity is the basis for patronage relationships. Initiative requires
response. Reciprocity (‘wajib’ or ‘duty’) undergirds the whole Arab way of life. A most
basic example of reciprocity in an Arab context is the unspoken rule that if someone
gives you food, you don’t send the plate or dish back empty, you must reciprocate.
Moyra Dale explains that “to be part of a relational network is to participate in the
exchange of gifts, and conversely, to give or receive a gift is to enter into a

1
2

Richard Saller, Personal Patronage Under the Early Empire (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 1.
Juliet November, Honor/Shame Cultures: A Beginner’s Guide to Cross-Cultural Missions (Self-pub., 2017), 90.
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relationship.”3 Recipients of gifts are under a strong obligation to make some return –
even if only in gratitude.4 The return of the gift represents the desire to maintain social
relations: “the counter-gift is rarely the end of the relationship… it is liable to
constitute, rather, a form of ‘giving-again,’ adding to the gift-relationship a continuing
forward momentum.”5
Seneca describes gift-giving as a dance between “the giving, the receiving and
the returning of the gift… The beauty of the whole is destroyed if the course is
anywhere broken.”6 The system of gift exchange is never completely balanced: if both
parties want the relationship to continue, “someone owes and someone is owed.”7 The
system is maintained through mutual indebtedness – whether of symbolic, social or
economic value. The aim is not independence, but interdependence.
In patron-client relationships, reciprocity involves an exchange of goods or
services, with an obligation to reciprocate, but not necessarily in substance or amount.
Dale notes that non-material resources can be some of the most important
commodities in society: honour, reputation, prestige, respect, status, power, influence,
security, safety.8 Marilyn Adams notes, “Honour is the currency of the powerless; it is
what clients short on material goods can offer to patrons.”9 Each party is expected to
behave according to their status: the patron (benefactor) should be generous,

Moyra Dale, “Patronage and Reciprocity: Finding Balance between Donors and Clients” (Keynote address presented at the
The Leprosy Mission Australia’s International Partner’s Day, Eva Burrows College, Ringwood, October 12, 2019).
4
John Barclay, Paul and the Gift (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2015), 18.
5
Barclay, Paul and the Gift, 18.
6
Barclay, Paul and the Gift, 46.
7
Michael Rynkiewich, Soul, Self and Society: A Postmodern Anthropology for Mission in a Postcolonial World (Eugene, OR:
Cascade Books, 2011), 109.
8
Dale, “Patronage and Reciprocity.”
9
Marilyn Adams quoted in November, Honor/Shame Cultures, 84.
3
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benevolent, respected, providing material goods, protection, influence, employment;
while the client (recipient) must be loyal, grateful, and give honour to the patron,
sometimes responding with service, gifts and visits.
Paul Hiebert describes the roles of patron and client respectively:
The patron, like a parent, is totally responsible for the welfare of his
clients. … Clients in fact can ask a patron for whatever they think he may
grant, but this is not considered begging—no more than Christians think
they are begging when they ask God for help. Clients for their part, must
be totally loyal to their patron. … The patron gains power and prestige
within the society, and the client gains security.10
Patronage relationships are often initiated by the client. Chinchen outlines the
steps required to establish a patronage relationship as follows:
1.

admiration: the client expresses respect and love for the patron;

2. visits: the client makes the first visit, enabling patron and client to build trust
and determine one another’s needs;
3. token gifts: indicates the client’s sincerity, opening the way for the patron to
give something greater than has been given to them;
4. request: the client requests some tangible or intangible assistance.11
These steps must be taken slowly, allowing the patron time to determine the
potential client’s sincerity. However, the process is rarely this simple and clear in real

10
11

Paul Hiebert, Anthropological Insights for Missionaries (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1986), 124.
Delbert Chinchen, “The Patron-Client System: A Model of Indigenous Discipleship,” EMQ 31 no. 4 (1995): 447-450.
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life.12 Whichever culture we enter, we must find out what gift-giving entails in that
context; how a relationship is initiated, and what is required of each party.

Weaknesses and Dangers of Patronage
The patronage system has been criticised as being corrupt, ‘unprofessional’ and
‘unsustainable’ by Westerners, who operate under the cultural assumption that money
and relationships should remain separate.13 David deSilva observes:
People in the United States and northern Europe may be culturally conditioned to
find the concept of patronage distasteful… When we say ‘it’s not what you know but
who you know,’ it is usually because we sense someone has an unfair advantage over
us… It violates our conviction that everyone should have equal access to employment
opportunities (being evaluated on the basis of pertinent skills rather than personal
connection) or to services offered by private businesses or civic agencies.14
However, the patronage system is not, in itself, immoral or corrupt. Rather,
patron-client relationships are an adaptive response to the inherent inequality in
hierarchical societies which lack the formal institutions needed to provide resources
for all.15 As such, the patronage system is a normal and necessary feature of shamebased societies. Rejecting or avoiding patronage and instead defaulting to Western
cultural practices is simply not viable. Instead, we need to learn how to function within

See Anna Shean’s article in this edition of WWS for some practical examples.
Jason Georges, Ministering in Patronage Cultures: Biblical Models and Missional Implications (Downers Grove, IL: IVP
Academic, 2019), 29–30; Laila Kamel quoted in Moyra Dale, Islam & Women: Hagar’s Heritage (Regnum Studies in Mission;
Oxford: Regnum Books International, 2021), 104.
14
David A. deSilva, Honor, Patronage, Kinship & Purity: Unlocking the New Testament Culture (Downers Grove, IL: IVP
Academic, 2000), 95.
15
November, Honor/Shame Cultures, 84.
12
13
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the system, appropriating positive aspects to foster relationships, intentionally
mitigating against these negative aspects while seeking to transform patronage for
kingdom purposes.16
Of course, there is potential for patronage relationships to become unhealthy or
abusive. This occurs when reciprocity is unbalanced. If a patron gives when a recipient
is unable to respond, the client becomes trapped in debt (even if this was not the
patron’s intent). When the patron controls the client in this way, this leads to
paternalism and unhealthy dependency. Conversely, relationships can become
exploitative, when the patron extorts exorbitant favours from the client, without
giving in return – as in the case of slave labour.17
Jim Harries suggests there is a problem with Western missionaries who act as
donors whilst being ignorant of the cultural context: “active engagement in gift-giving
requires deep cultural knowledge and an identity that a foreigner from a different
worldview typically does not have.”18 The reputation of white missionaries as ‘patrons’
can prevent them from sharing anything except money. Money patronage, Harries
argues, “easily kills other forms of patronage.”19 Harries’ suggested solution is to apply
the principles of ‘vulnerable mission:’ as far as possible, to keep our ministry
dependent on local resources and local languages.20

Jason Georges, Ministering in Patronage Cultures: Biblical Models and Missional Implications (Downers Grove, IL: IVP
Academic, 2019), 114.
17
Chinchen, “The Patron-Client System,” 449.
18
Jim Harries, “Sidestepping Patronage with Vulnerable Mission” (paper presented at the Patronage Symposium, Beirut,
October 3-5, 2018), HonorShame, https://honorshame.com/patsym-presentations/, 2.
19
Harries, “Sidestepping Patronage,” 3.
20
Harries, “Sidestepping Patronage,” 1.
16
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These dangers of patronage require honest, humble ongoing reflection to be
avoided. The key to addressing these potential problems is the basic requirement that
both the patron and the client are needy: “the patron needs the client as much as the
client needs the patron.”21 Proper reciprocity allows both parties to make significant
contributions to the relationship.

The Honourable Patron
It is inevitable that Western missionaries must learn to navigate how to behave as
honourable and vulnerable patrons within their new culture. Missionaries will naturally
be seen as patrons due to their status as foreigners, their wealth, and access to
material resources. Chinchen notes that being married and having children “indicates
age and maturity.”22 It follows that a single woman missionary may naturally be seen
as being in a position of more vulnerability.
When a patron grants a request, it indicates that the relationship is becoming
“thicker” (deeper). However, if the patron says no when they have the ability to help,
“the relationship dies and the patron’s reputation is tarnished.”23 As such, we must be
discerning about how we respond to requests for help. Georges suggests we consider
three issues when considering a patronage relationship:

Chinchen, “The Patron-Client System,” 450.
Chinchen, “The Patron-Client System,” 447.
23
Chinchen, “The Patron-Client System,” 449.
21

22
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1.

Will we see each other again? (Ongoing relationship is a basic prerequisite for
patronage.)

2. Will the relationship allow us to impart non-material resources? (If the client
seeks only material benefits, the relationship is distorted.)
3. Will the recipient give something in return? (The relationship must be
reciprocal.)24
In Arab cultures, giving flows along relational lines. In deciding who to give to, we
should consider the existing relationships we already have. When buying and selling
goods or receiving services, it is normal to go to a trusted friend or contact. We may
function as patrons to house-helpers, gatekeepers, doormen, drivers, or others whom
we employ. In the majority world, employing someone creates patron-client
relationships. The employer assumes broad responsibility for their employees. We may
only pay them a small wage, but there will be an inherent understanding that we will
help them in other ways, for example paying medical bills, offering advice, covering
tuition fees, resolving non-work problems.25
Teacher-student relationships can be another form of patron-client
relationships. Students may show gestures of respect toward to teacher: carrying the
teacher’s bag, standing when they enter, agreeing, offering token gifts. Georges warns
that “Western teachers who reject the patronage system and refuse to receive
respect from client-students undermine the educational process and relationship.”26
Rather than leaving students buried in a ‘debt of knowledge,’ teachers should relate to

Georges, Ministering in Patronage Cultures, 117-119.
Georges, Ministering in Patronage Cultures, 121.
26
Georges, Ministering in Patronage Cultures, 122.
24
25
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students as parental, caring patrons, establishing personal relationships of genuine
reciprocity which open the way for life mentoring beyond the classroom.27
In the case of beggars coming to your door asking for money or help, we can seek
the advice of neighbours, who can advise which locals are in genuine need; and pray for
God’s guidance, asking Him to bring those who are in genuine need and to keep away
those who are not. If you choose to give or help someone, it is important to establish a
relationship with them. In order to avoid breaking the friendship by trapping the client
in debt, Dale’s approach was to ‘loan’ someone money, with the understanding that
they did not need to pay her back, but that when someone else was in need they should
be generous to that person.28
If we are unable to provide the thing for which someone is asking, there are
several appropriate ways to respond. Firstly, a patron is not obligated to meet the
client’s request in full: they may ask the client to come back later. Secondly, if unable
to grant the request, an honourable patron will not simply say ‘no’ – they will give a
good explanation as to why not. For example, a friend may ask for money, but it would
be a valid and acceptable reason to deny the request if you need that money to pay for
your house-helper’s medical bills. Thirdly, if you cannot provide the request, you may
be able to act as a broker, “the trusted intermediary who opens the door to a group or
individual to whom the client needs access.”29 As deSilva notes, “Sometimes the most
important gift a patron could give was access to (and influence with) another patron

Georges, Ministering in Patronage Cultures, 122.
Moyra Dale, interview by author (Melbourne, September 2, 2021).
29
Moyra Dale, Islam & Women: Hagar’s Heritage. Regnum Studies in Mission (Oxford, UK: Regnum Books International,
2021), 105.
27

28
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who actually had power over the benefit being sought.”30 The broker increases their
honour through the indebtedness of the client.
To be an honourable patron means to share the resources God has given you, but
it also means giving the other person a chance to bless you. Ripken recounts local
believers’ description of a ‘good’ missionary:
When this missionary’s father died, he came to us and asked for our
help… He doesn’t go to other westerners for money. He comes to us… Do
you want to know why we love him? He needs us. The rest of you have
never needed us.31
This principle of being a ‘needy’ patron can be seen in the apostle Paul’s
relationship with the churches he established – they cared for him physically and sent
resources. In this way, both discipler and disciple are honoured.32 Other examples of
being a needy patron could include asking clients for valuable information, help with
language study, advice on cultural issues; or exchanging visits – especially when the
client is sick or mourning.33 Otherwise the patron will be seen as immoral, unfaithful,
untrustworthy.34 Hikmat Kashouh emphasises the importance of visiting in Arab
cultures:

David A. deSilva, Honor, Patronage, Kinship & Purity: Unlocking the New Testament Culture (Downers Grove, IL: IVP
Academic, 2000), 97.
31
Nik Ripken, “What’s Wrong with Western Missionaries?” desiringGod, September 12, 2006.
https://www.desiringgod.org/articles/whats-wrong-with-western-missionaries.
32
Dale, Islam & Women, 110.
33
Chinchen, “The Patron-Client System,” 450.
34
Chinchen, “The Patron-Client System,” 450.
30
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I cannot emphasise enough what pride and pleasure it brings an Arab family to be
able to host a guest or guests… you honour them by letting them become the hosts,
letting them sit in the high place, while you learn to be a guest… willing to sit
uncomfortably, listen attentively and love abundantly.35

The Honourable Client
Just as it is important for us to know how to behave as honourable patrons, we must
also be aware of how to behave as honourable clients. As missionaries, we may
function as clients to our landlord or landlady, church leaders, our sending
organisation. Forgetting a gift, neglecting to return a favour, or insulting one’s patron
must be avoided at all costs.36 Instead the honourable client will give gifts, treat their
patrons as honourable, publicly praise them, and perform favours when possible.
Offering appropriate thanks to our patron is crucial. It is important to find out how to
appropriately show thanks in the new culture in which we find ourselves.
In a new culture, local people become our patrons who introduce us in the
community. Westerners entering conservative Muslim villages can leverage patronage
to overcome barriers. Georges gives an example of missionaries who asked community
leaders to facilitate public gatherings, then sought opportunities to publicly
acknowledge their indispensable role and portray the local leaders as honourable
patrons who protect and provide for their people. In making themselves clients in this
way, the missionaries fostered goodwill and access to the community.37

Hikmat Kashouh, Following Jesus in Turbulent Times: Disciple-Making in the Arab World (Carlisle, UK: Langham, 2018), 12.
Dale, Islam & Women, 105.
37
Georges, Ministering in Patronage Cultures, 121.
35

36
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Similarly, becoming a client can be a strategic way to resolve conflict. Requesting
help from a patron to resolve an issue deliberately puts yourself under another person
to seek help and save face.38 Elmer notes that:
If one holds the power to keep another person from being shamed, that
person is morally obligated to do something to keep shame from coming
to the other… if the person does not act to save another’s honour, he is in
danger of losing face and being shamed.39
For the single woman missionary in the Arab world, being an honourable woman
carries an extra layer of complexity. A woman is “embedded in the identity and honour
of some male (her father, until she marries; her husband after she marries).”40 Arab
culture does not have a category for adult single women. Compounded with this is the
assumption that Western women are sexually immoral or ‘loose:’ “As a single woman,
you will be the talk of everyone’s gossip. The worst possible construal will be put on
your actions.”41
As such, it is crucial that as women we behave according to the cultural
standards of honour and purity, including modest dress, cautious interactions with
men, not drawing attention to ourselves in public – e.g. by walking too fast or laughing
loudly in public (according to an Arab proverb, if a woman’s voice is heard laughing
outside it is as though she had walked outside naked). Further, single women will need

Georges, Ministering in Patronage Cultures, 122-23.
Duane Elmer, Cross-Cultural Conflict: Building Relationships for Effective Ministry (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic), 8081.
40
deSilva, Honor, Patronage, Kinship & Purity, 34.
41
Karen L. H. Shaw and Perry Shaw, interview by author (Melbourne, August 5, 2021).
38
39
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to find a patron with links into the community who can vouch for them and introduce
them as an honourable woman. This might be an expat team member known by the
community, or a local landlord or landlady, whose protection and reputation the single
woman can come under.

2. Patronage and the Gospel
Understanding patronage deepens our understanding of the gospel, shedding light on
the biblical concepts of sin, grace, faith, salvation, and God as divine patron.
Reciprocity was an integral part of both Jewish and Greco-Roman religion. The ‘gods’
were seen as benefactors, who distributed favours, while human clients responded
with prayers and gifts. The ancient concept of ‘salvation’ had less to do with eternal
life for the soul, and more to do with earthly benefactions such as health, military
liberation, salvation from disease, disaster, or death.42 The Greek words for ‘salvation’
(σωτηρία) and ‘saviour’ (σωτήρ) are related to the concept of ‘benefactor’ (ευ* εργέτης).
The New Testament appropriates such patronage language to explain biblical salvation
through the concepts of ‘grace,’ ‘faith’ and ‘repentance.’43

God as Patron
The covenants between the God of the Bible and his people can be understood as
patronage relationships. God invites his people into hierarchical relationship: God
gives, and his people are expected to respond. Abraham is given blessing, and is called
to act by leaving his country, people, and family (Gen 15, 17). Sometimes the obligations

42
43
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are laid out, as in suzerain-vassal covenants, in which God promises blessings for
obedience, and curses for disobedience (Exod 19:4-6; Deuteronomy).44 Some Old
Testament covenants follow the royal grant model: God as patron gives
unconditionally – for example his promise to never again destroy the earth by flood
(Gen 9:11); David is given the unconditional promise of a throne and an “everlasting
kingdom,” but his descendants are expected to obey the covenant obligations (2 Sam
7).45 Such unconditional benefaction also occurs in the NT: God makes the sun rise on
both the evil and the good, and sends rain on both just and unjust (Mt 5:45).
A key difference in between human patronage relationships and God as patron is
who initiates the relationship. In human patronage relationships, the client initiates
the relationship when they wish to request some favour from the patron. However, in
the Bible, God initiates the relationship. He is the righteous benefactor who blesses
and delivers his people and calls them into relationship. As Creator, God is the divine
patron who deserves praise and loyalty from his clients: “Every creature is indebted to
God because of the sheer act of creating and sustaining that God continually offers.”46
But ungrateful human clients have insulted his honour, instead giving their loyalty to
idols (false patrons) who demand their loyalty.47 This sinful response breaks the
relationship between God and humanity.

November, Honor/Shame Cultures, 86.
Dale, Islam & Women, 108.
46
Alan B. Howell and Robert Andrew Montgomery, “God as Patron and Proprietor: God the Father and the Gospel of
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47
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Grace
The biblical word χάρις (grace, favour, kindness) was not primarily a theological term.
The term was first used in economic patron-client relationships, grounded in the
giving, and receiving of benefits. In the NT world, people relied on patrons to access
resources that were not available to them through exchange at the market.48 In this
social context, χάρις was “a technical term in the reciprocity-oriented world
dominated by Hellenic influence as well as by the Semitic sense of social obligation
expressed in the term hesed.”49
χάρις entails three aspects of reciprocal exchanges:
1.

the willing attitude of the patron to grant some benefit to
another person;

2. the gift or benefit itself (the result of the giver’s beneficent feelings);
3. the recipient’s response of gratitude, thankfulness, and loyalty.50
As such, NT ‘grace’ does not simply mean forgiveness of sin, but “God’s
benefaction and gifts, which certainly include the gift of legal forgiveness of sin but
also much more, including relationship, protection, care, generosity, help,
empowerment, loyalty, trust and praise.”51 Whereas in Jewish and Greco-Roman life,
χάρις was granted on the basis of worth or merit, Christ redefines key elements of the
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reciprocal relationship between God and humans: God gives his sacrificial gift
incongruously to unworthy sinners.52

Faith
Related to the concept of χάρις is the idea of πίστις (faith, belief, trust). πίστις refers
to someone’s trustworthiness and dependability in a relationship. In honour-shame
cultures, relational loyalty and commitment to a group leader is highly valued. As
clients of our divine patron, our faith is our “embodied allegiance to God as [our]
sovereign.”53 God as the ultimate patron has given us grace. As honourable
beneficiaries we should respond with faithfulness in the form of gratitude, public
testimony to what God has done, costly loyalty and behaviour that honours our
patron.54
God gives gifts to the body of Christ for the sake of the whole body to be built up.
As debtors to God, we must give to those he loves. When we give, we are further
investing into our relationship with God through Jesus Christ, so that the needs of
believers are met, and the glory goes to God.55

Christ as Broker
Anselm describes sin in terms of medieval lord-vassal patronage: humans are
obliged to honour God by submitting to his will, but we do not give to God the honour
he deserves; as such, we incur an honour debt. Divine forgiveness requires the
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repayment of stolen honour. Jesus was never indebted to God, as the sinless God-man
who perfectly honoured the Father. He freely gave himself to pay our honour debt, so
that we do not experience God’s honour-saving wrath.56 God as the model patron goes
beyond earthly models of patronage, demonstrating his radical generosity by taking
initiative to the point of Jesus dying in a demonstration of his character and virtue.57
Jesus is the mediator of God’s power, and continues in his role as broker in ongoing
intercession for us.

Implications for evangelism
Arab Muslims are among the least responsive people in the world to the gospel, and
mission approaches among them which have relied heavily on apologetics have
generally been ineffective.58 We need to develop more effective methods of connecting
with Arab Muslims and sharing the gospel with them.
Understanding God as patron and Jesus as broker has important implications
for our evangelism among Arab Muslim women. Firstly, understanding God as patron
resonates with the Qur’an’s descriptions of Allah as patron:
Hold fast to Allah. He is your Maula (Patron, Lord), what an excellent
Maula and what an Excellent Helper. Al-Hajj 22:78
And when Allah intends for a people ill, there is no repelling it. And there is not
for them besides Him any patron. Al-Ra’d 13:11
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Howell and Montgomery argue that in Matthew’s gospel, calling God ‘Father’ is
an application of kinship terminology: “God the Father is nothing less than God the
Patron.”59
Using patronage language to describe God allows us to establish stepping-stones
to approach God as ‘parent’ in a way that is potentially more palatable and less
offensive to our Muslim friends.60
Understanding God has patron and Jesus as broker also resonates with Muslim
concepts of group belonging and belonging to one’s leader. Collectivist societies are
integrated into strong cohesive groups: extended family, tribe, community, nation. A
person’s identity is bound up in their belonging to a group. Hierarchy orders
relationships, shaping the way women negotiate their daily lives:
An individual’s identity is mediated by who they are connected to,
requiring a secure network of relationships. Ethics are defined by
relationships… Maintaining social order is the moral thing to do.61
Group belonging defines one’s identity: “to truly know someone you must know
with whom they are linked… people find their core sense of identity in the group.”62 In
particular, one’s leader is seen as that person’s representative, and their path to
provision and benefits.63 Colin Edward’s article in this webzine describes this
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relationship with leaders, highlighting the importance of the status of the person to
whom you give your allegiance. We can therefore show our Muslim friends that Isa al
Masih holds the highest honour and position in the hierarchy, is uniquely powerful to
save, and is therefore worthy of our allegiance.64
The idea of Christ as broker has deep resonance with the Arab concept of wasta
– or relational mediation. Wasta can include an intercessory aspect (asking for a
particular benefit) or a mediational aspect (bringing in a respected mediator to resolve
relational conflict). Ekkhardt Sonntag explains how the closeness of the mediator’s
relationship to you is important: wasta from a friend carries stronger obligations than
wasta from a stranger; whilst wasta between family members has the strongest
obligations – family members are expected and obligated to provide wasta, free from
notions of reciprocation.65 As God’s Son, Jesus is the best-connected mediator to
bridge the divide between us and God (Heb 2:14-17). Because Christ has called us his
brothers (Heb 8:6), he freely mediates for us, so that the only reciprocation required
from us is to honour Him.66

Blessing, curse, and the evil eye
Jesus’ unique role as broker-patron has particular significance for Muslim women, who
carry primary responsibility for maintaining harmony in communal relationships (both
human and spiritual). Small communal closed-system societies, such as Arab societies,
subscribe to the idea of ‘limited good:’
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All of the desirable things in life… exist in finite quantity and are always in short
supply… If ‘good’ exists in limited amounts which cannot be expanded, and if the
system is closed, it follows than an individual or a family can improve a position only at
the expense of others.67
In contexts of limited resources and limited access to resources, people seek
access to blessing and power through the manipulation or control of forces, both seen
and unseen: positive forces which are life-giving, life-enhancing, and promote
productivity – such as baraka (blessing) which is believed to bring protection, healing,
fertility, fruitfulness, success, well-being); and negative forces which are lifediminishing and failure-inducing – such as curses, sorcery and the evil eye.68
Women are centrally involved in rites of passage to ensure the safe transition
from one stage of life to the next: birth, circumcision, menarche, marriage, death.69 As
such, women will seek power through rituals, objects (such as the Qur’an, zamzam
water, the ‘blue bead’ believed to protect against evil), times (such as Ramadan), places
or people (shrines, mosques, religious sites) and phrases (such as reciting Qur’anic
verses or invoking the name of God).70
The evil eye, or “belief in the life-withering force of envy,” is referred to in the
Qur’an (Al-Falaq 113:5) and hadith, and is believed to be capable of harming or even
killing living beings - whether or not harm was intended by the owner of the eye – for
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example, causing sickness, misfortune, defeat in battle or sport, accidents.71 Women
will seek safety from the evil eye by invoking the name of God – for example Mash’Allah
(“what God wills”), reciting Qur’anic verses, dressing young boys as girls to protect
them from envious spirits, or displaying the palm of a hand (the khamsa) or objects in
the shape of an eye.72
Dale contends that the evil eye in the Bible refers to the destructive impact of
envy: ְ ( ָרָﬠה עיןDeut 15:9, 28:54, 56; Prov 23:6, 28:22), ο* φθαλμός πονηρὸς (Mt 6:22-23,
20:15; Mk 7:22, Lk 11:34-35). Envy is not an independent force, but people’s attitudes of
“stinginess, meanness and unwillingness to share.”73 The opposite of envy is
contentment and generosity. When we minister to people facing limited resources, we
are to honour our divine benefactor by reflecting his own self-giving nature: “God’s
promise of blessing and provision is to be shown through the open-handed generosity
of his people caring for those in need.”74
For our Muslim friends, Allah is distant and unapproachable: although he is allpowerful, one can never be sure if he will act in your best interest, which is why women
seek to manipulate other forces. However, Satan and demonic powers are bad patrons:
the powers of this world will only oppress and destroy people.75 Blessing (baraka) in
the Bible, God’s life-giving power, is never something to be manipulated or used
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independently of God who is the source of blessing.76 We can point our Muslim friends
to God’s abundant generosity and provision:
This world is not characterised by limited good, but by God’s blessing
shown in lavish, overflowing goodness and provision. The omnipotent God
is for us, as our patron; and our covenant relationship with him is binding,
confirmed by God’s own promise and God’s own Son.77
The Creator God is the best patron. And yet, God the Father is more than merely
God the Patron. He is the God of order, he is always good, acting in covenant
faithfulness and loyalty (hesed) – He is not capricious or arbitrary in his actions.78
Jesus is uniquely positioned to remedy our needs and help us respond well to suffering,
as both the most powerful and ultimately self-giving broker who is also child of the
King, having total authority and unlimited access to God’s power, and is now at God’s
right hand, interceding on our behalf.79 God is present and involved with us. In Christ,
we know God intimately as ‘Father,’ revealed fully in human form, present in his own
creation; His Spirit indwells us: “The trinitarian God is cosmic and immanent, allpowerful, and also… personal and present with each one of us.”80 As such, we can rest
secure in his care.
Becoming a follower of Jesus makes us into brokers, and Jesus himself into a
patron.81 As we meet people who may be under-resourced, disempowered and living in
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fear of the evil eye, “we are to be conduits of God’s power, blessing, to others.”82 We
can do this by telling stories of how God is both omnipotent and also personal: Jesus
raising Lazarus from death (Jn 11:1-43); asking his disciples about their trust in him
when he calms the storm (Lk 8:22-25); showing his care for a grieving widow by
returning her only son to life (Lk 7:11-16).83 We can also speak words of blessing – of
God’s power for protection and healing over those who are vulnerable:
God’s unlimited generosity and power in blessing is the opposite of limited good
and restricted access to resources. And this bountiful blessing is mediated by God’s
people, as they live lives of sacrificial and extravagant generosity to those in need, and
which transmit God’s power and protection to the vulnerable or weak.84

3. Patronage and Discipleship
If conversion for BMB women is about transferring allegiance to Jesus, then
discipleship can be seen as:
the journey to maturity in renegotiating identity and belonging, as one
who has given allegiance to Jesus the Messiah; and doing this within the
obligations and expectations embedded in reframed structures of
relational connectivity.85
Among new followers of Jesus from Muslim backgrounds, research consistently
shows that a personal relationship with a mentor is more significant for their personal
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spiritual growth than the particular teaching content of a discipleship program.86
Chinchen explores the patron-client relationship as an indigenous discipleship model,
in which the patron (discipler) sees the client (disciple) as a ‘spiritual child.’ Their goal
is to phase out the dependency relationship so that the client leans more on their
heavenly Father: “As missionaries enter deep, long-lasting patron-client relationships,
they will find cherished Christian values easily flowing from them to their disciples.”87
The process of discipleship for BMB women must be holistic, helping women to
find answers to real life questions and issues, which are often more practical than
theological. Common felt needs among BMB women include marriage, childlessness,
children, financial struggles, family conflicts, feelings of powerlessness, social
pressures, fear, and insecurity.88 We need to help these women to know that Jesus will
provide for them and protect them. As Hine says:
When we are seen as vessels of God’s glory, ambassadors of God’s
righteousness, brokers of his benefactions to the nations then people
encounter and experience God’s salvation through us.89
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Identity and belonging
BMB women need a place to belong. Relationships and social networks are shown to be
of greater importance in the conversion stories of Muslim women than men.90 BMB
women need their relationship with Jesus to be made concrete in a community that
embodies connective relationships: “community is essential for nurturing belonging.”91
Hine highlights the importance of patronage relationships in the formation
of belonging:
When we fail to understand the relational economics of the patron-client
mode of ordering society, we fail to leverage critical aspects of relational
capital in responding to the identified need of women followers of Jesus
from Islam for connective relationships and community.92
With limited access to the public sphere, women need patrons who can provide
fellowship and mediate access to their new community of belonging. The patron acts a
“a gatekeeper who can give access to what the women do not have… the community of
God’s people.”93 Patronage is the relational context in which BMB women have learned
to operate. It shapes the ways they engage with others, including their new faith
community in which they are seeking to understand their transformed identity and
place of belonging.94
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Identity confusion is a primary reason why many BMB women do not continue in
their new faith.95 Kraft explores the importance of family and community in Arab
women’s identity and decision-making:
Family and community are important, if not the most important, factors
in developing a woman’s belief system and outlook on society… Family is
an exceedingly powerful force in most of Arab society, and community is
held as one of the highest values in Islam.96
BMB women need the believing community to live out the spiritual reality that
we are their new family in Christ. We may act as patrons or brokers for new BMBs,
modelling to them what it looks like to be a member of the believing community, and
introducing them to networks and relationships which will offer access to resources
(material, social, emotional, and informational). This might include making
introductions and brokering trust, and practical life dimensions such as providing
accommodation if the BMB is thrown out by their family or helping them find a job. In
this way, the BMB “will feel that she has another family and can overcome the
persecution… [BMBs] need to understand we love them and are not just making them
believe in Jesus or teaching them the Bible.”97
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Conclusion
We have seen that understanding the dynamics of patronage is crucial if we are to
minister effectively among Arab Muslim women, for several reasons. Understanding
how to navigate patron-client relationships will be important for living honourably
within the cultural system. Understanding patronage deepens our understanding of
the gospel and informs how we might explain the gospel in a way that resonates with
the worldview of our Muslim friends. And finally, patronage relationships provide a
model for discipleship which enables BMBs to navigate their new identity and find
belonging in the community of believers.
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Patronage and Salvation
in South Asian B�Bs:
A socio-anthropological approac�

Colin Edwards

Abstract
In Bangladesh there are two deeply held perceptions which are strong influences
within the stories of people. The first is that of seeing oneself linked with others in a
living and dynamic way (a "collectivist" worldview), and the second sees the world as
hierarchically organised, with particular roles for leaders in this hierarchy. These then
form two vital parts of the dynamic of the patron-client relationship, which is a
predominant element in relationships in South Asia. It’s in this milieu that concepts of
relating to prophets, reconciliation and salvation are worked out, both in the Islamic
setting and in that of believers from a Muslim background.98

What follows is a reworking of my chapter in Longing for Community: Colin Chapman, “Patronage, Salvation, and Being
Joined with Jesus: Socio-anthropological Insights from South Asia”, in Longing for Community: Church, Ummah, or
Somewhere in Between?, ed. David Greenlee (Pasadena, CA: William Carey Library, 2013).
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My Self Is Not An Individual
Those of us who are predominantly influenced by philosophical modernity (i.e.
“Westerners”) are strongly individualistic. As well as being the core of much of our
philosophy, Descartes’ maxim “I think, therefore I am,” also describes how central the
individual is to a Western outlook. The individual is seen as the core building block in
society. For example, psychology often focuses on self-actualization. Indeed, my
English thesaurus lists over seventy-five phrases and words revolving round the word
‘self’ (e.g. self-made; self-assured etc.), and these are usually seen in a mainly positive
light (e.g. it’s generally a good thing to be described as a self-made person). This
centrality of the individual is indeed one of the markers of Western society.
This, however, is a far cry from how society, and components of community, are
seen in South Asia. The identity of people here is much more bound up in being in group.
“Who is your family? What social position do they hold? Are you older or younger?” are
all key questions. Group belonging defines who you are and the group is seen as the
core building block in society. Just as Jesus was defined by being from Nazareth (as is
Saul of Tarsus), with all the connotations associated with that, so one’s place of origin
is seen as part of identity. The two African sayings: “You are, therefore I am” and “We
are, therefore I am”99 accurately reflect the way communities are perceived in South
Asia.
People in South Asia have an ontological sense of interconnectedness which
affects how they think and interact, and this is embraced right at the level of being. To

99

G. Mdimi Mhogolo, “A Vision of Full Humanity: An African Perspective,” Transformation 15, no. 1 (Jan 1998): 6-10.
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truly know someone, you must know with whom they are linked. If I know your family
are tradesmen, that you are the oldest son, and that you come from a village called
Islampur, then I know a lot about who you are as a person. If you are the youngest
daughter of a doctor from Dhaka, then I know what I need to know about you are as a
person. Your setting is what defines you as a person.
This is not to say that people here see themselves set in a broad, universalistic
connectedness. Their connectedness is usually curtailed to that of being in a small
group of belonging, or limited set of groups that interlink. Those who are outside of
those groups are then often viewed with negativity and suspicion.
Cross-cultural psychology usefully describes societies in terms of individualism
and collectivism.100 Collectivist outlooks tend to see the person as set in a group (e.g.
family or religious identity) and that people find their core sense of identity in the
group. Societies where collectivism is strong tend to look to external norms for
regulating behaviour, with honour and shame being key factors in control of behaviour.
Therefore, leaders are key centring people seen as exemplifying the group’s ethos,
leading to a marked personalisation of authority where power and authority are seen
as embodied by a person rather than an impersonal code.

Hierarchy
Related to individualism and collectivism is the issue as to how vertical (hierarchical) or
egalitarian (horizontal) a society tends to be. A vertical society expects a ranked order

For a good introduction to these issues see Jerome H. Neyrey ed., The Social World of Luke-Acts: Models for Interpretation
(Peabody, MA: Hendricksons, 1991) (especially chapters two and three; 25-96), and for a fuller, more nuanced approach see
Harry C. Triandis, Individualism & Collectivism, (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1995) and the descriptions of horizontal and
vertical collectivism.
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of people with some at the top and others at the bottom, each with different levels of
access to resources and power. This is seen as natural and often God-ordained, and to
tamper with this is to go against the will of God. The now expunged verse from an old
hymn says “The rich man in his castle; the poor man at his gate; God has made them
high and lowly; he has ordered their estate,” sums how this setting is often seen as
God ordained and not to be challenged.
Putting these two sets of concepts together we find societies tending to
vertical individualism, vertical collectivism, horizontal individualism, or horizontal
collectivism.101 South Asian countries have a strong tendency to vertical collectivism.
In cultures that are predominantly vertical collectivist, the concept of connection is
definitely not egalitarian and society here is unquestioningly hierarchical. The title of
Dumont's book, Homo Hierarchicus102 is both alliterative and deeply descriptive of
societies in South Asia which are profoundly affected by views on status, honour and
prestige, all bound up in a highly developed sense of hierarchy in an interlinking and
collectivist society.
Taking cues from others, how people value and rank each other (honour or
shame) therefore becomes a matter of extreme importance. Honour is the warp and
woof of life in this setting, such that Abecassis describes how even in poverty stricken
areas “the most important social goal after survival [is] the maintenance or
improvement of status.”103 Indeed, honour and shame seem to be the two most

Triandis, Individualism & Collectivism is a good introduction to this.
Louis Dumont, Homo Hierarchicus. The Caste System and its Implications, revised English edition. (New Delhi: Oxford
University Press, 1980)
103
David Abecassis, Identity, Islam and Human Development in Rural Bangladesh (Dhaka: University Press, 1990), 38.
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important dynamics in most decision making processes. It’s important to note that
many different factors go into honour ranking. The eldest brother has a special role in
the family, and girls are often worth a lot less than boys. Years of experience, age and
date of qualification are important in a working environment, with these things being
more highly considered than a person’s skills and ability. Wearing burqa is a symbol of
status as only the richer classes can afford to sequester their women, and it also
denotes purity and piety, both important value markers. All these markers are used in
assessing relative status and position as people meet and relate to each other.

Leadership: Hierarchy And Linkage
The two themes within vertical collectivism (i.e. hierarchy and interpersonal linkage)
find a focus in leadership. My leader is seen as someone representing me and someone
with whom I am linked. His victory is my joy (and yes, leadership is usually male). His
shame is my shame. Furthermore, in return, my behaviour reflects on him personally. If
I fall, I bring shame on the group and on my leader, and in matters of purity and
pollution women have specific responsibility to preserve and protect the groups
honour. The proverb that “women wear shame like jewellery” highlights the
importance of this responsibility.
It is hard to over-stress the importance of the role of a leader here and the
sense of connectedness with him. He is the focus of many hopes, ambitions, and
dreams of advancement. He gives me identity, for I am his person. To be linked with the
right leader is to find a path to provision and benefits, which are often rare
commodities in South Asia. A good leader will help provide loans, resources, and good
political connections. A follower invests an enormous amount into the person that they
follow, and loyalty to superiors is seen as a key value in this society. Loyalty is the
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expression of my connectedness, and the word for ‘obey’ in the language here is
actually the word ‘to honour.’

Patronage
The patron-client relationship is the dominant form of relationship in South Asia.
Patronage, and the patron-client model, is a description developed by outsiders104
trying to understand the dynamic, and it’s usually set in a political or economic
framework. It therefore needs careful application in a different setting, but it is a
model that can be helpful. The crux of the patron-client model is that of a hierarchical
and personal bond between the patron and the client, rooted in an unequal distribution
of resources and which facilitates an exchange of differing kinds of resources. The
patron offers access to scarce resources (e.g. goods, protection, influence,
employment, fertility, spiritual experience) that may be economic, political, or spiritual.
Ideally the patron is supposed to act as a father-figure acting with favouritism,
faithfulness, and loyalty, kindly providing for clients that which they don’t have access
to. The client on the other hand, offers thanks and honour to the patron, avoiding
situations that may dishonour him, working to increase his reputation, providing
service when requested (rent-a-crowd, labour etc.), acting with loyalty and
faithfulness. The word ‘gratitude’ sums up the ideal client response.

S.N. Eisenstadt and Louis Roniger, “Patron-Client Relationships as a Model of Structuring Social Exchange” Comparative
Studies in Society and History 22 no 1 (1980): 42-47.
This is one of the touchstone papers on patronage.

104
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The Broker
In South Asia there are multiple extended networks, and so there is a role for an
additional middle-man, a broker, who uses his or her relationship with the patron and
with the client to facilitate their relationship. Ideally the broker is related to the
patron and mediates the exchange between client and broker. A person can
simultaneously be a patron to a client, a broker between other clients and a more
powerful patron, and a client to a patron. This position is one where the broker
continually works on networking and bolstering the relationships needed in order to be
trusted by all concerned. This person has a large of networks and a phone full of
contacts. One friend, the nephew of a politician, didn’t have a job but made his way
through life brokering connections and deals.

The Sufi Saint As Patron
The pir-murid105 relationship of Sufism is a prime example of patronage and Abecassis
describes the pir's role as that of being an “Arch Patron.”106 The pir is a leader of a Sufi
order or tariqa and is followed with extraordinary loyalty and devotion. We are used to
Catholic orders such as the Franciscans (following the rule of St Francis and a
hierarchy of leadership) and the Jesuits (following the rule of St Ignatius), and Sufi
orders are similar (e.g. Chistiya, Naqsbandhiya, Muhammadiya). In Bangladesh about five
to ten percent of people are active disciples in one of the different Sufi orders, but

105
106

A pir is a Sufi leader and the murid is the disciple.
Abecassis, Identity, 29.
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over half of people would go to a Sufi event or practise each year. Sufism is very
influential and widely accepted.
Sufism follows the mystical way of drawing close to, and experiencing, the divine.
A Sufi tariqa has usually been set up by a founding saint, and then his mantel is passed
to a new pir down through the generations. The pir acts as a guide along the way of
mysticism and experience, but also, in many ways, embodies the way the centre of
devotion. The pir fulfils the dual role of broker-patron, whereby he has direct access to
resources that only a limited few can access and is brokering those on behalf of the
more distant and unapproachable patron (Allah), or series of patrons (e.g. previous pirs
to Muhammad through to Allah) to his followers. The links between my pir and previous
pirs of the tariqa are seen as living and embedded in relationship with Muhammad and
in his relationship with Allah.
The relationship with your pir is known to be of key importance and therefore not
entered in to lightly. “You need to choose your pir carefully, because once you follow
him you will be so in love with him that you will be blind to any faults that may be
there. So make sure you chose a good one right from the start.” This advice was given
to me by a friend who was part of a Sufi tariqa and shows the depth of devotion and
engagement he has with his pir. For him, his pir is without fault and worthy of deep
devotion, convinced that there is no flaw nor weakness in him.
The pir, with his faultlessness and holiness, facilitates two main resources. The
first are the blessings (barakha), protection and provision of Allah and second is the
path to relationship with Allah. The blessings and provision of Allah include things like
health, children, wealth and flourishing, exam success, good luck, employment, and
victory over adversaries. A relational experience with Allah is more about direct
spiritual experience and being connected with Allah, lost in his love. Here the aim is to
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experience the spiritual and be in union with the divine. The notion of fana (obliteration
or dissolving into) aims at having the connection become so deep and so overwhelming
that one’s very self is lot in the greatness of the other. So like salt is dissolved in
water, or wood is consumed in a fire, so I am lost and subsumed into the greatness of
the other. This is intimately linked to the person of the pir, with focus and devotion on
him leading to fana-fi-pir (loss of self in the pir) which is the first stage to fana-fi-Allah
(loss of self in Allah). The path to union with the divine is through union with my pir.
The pir-murid bond is therefore an intensely personal one with faith, loyalty and
obedience being major factors. The murid (disciple) is intricately linked to their pir and
focused on them in a relationship where faith is a major constituent. I am faithful to
my pir and trust that they will faithfully care for me and guide me. I aim to focus on my
pir so that I become like them and reflect their character to their glory. In practise it is
a relationship revolving around reciprocity within a vast inequality in honour and
closeness to Allah. Herein the pir dispenses access to scarce resources and the murid
can only respond with gratitude and due honour and service to the pir. The very
essence of this relationship is patronage distilled and purified in form.

So, What Is Salvation In This Setting?
A conversation with a Muslim friend sharpened the meaning of salvation for me in
relation to these worldview themes. I asked him for his views of salvation. This is his
reply in full.
“Ah, well you see, there’s what we’re taught and what we know.”
Somewhat bemused I asked, “And these are different?” “Oh yes” he said.
“Let me explain.”
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“You see they teach us that on the last day we all stand on the field of
judgment before Allah. Then we are each judged with our good deeds on
one side of the scales and our bad deeds on the other. If the good deeds
outweigh the bad, then we’re allowed into heaven. If our bad deeds
outweigh the good, then we go to hell. Maybe for just a while, but most
people will stay there. That’s what we’re taught. … … … But no one
believes that.” [He paused for effect, which was real for he was throwing
out all that I thought was standard Islamic theology. Somewhat nonplussed I asked, “What do they believe then?”]
“Well, you see, it’s like this. On the last day we all stand on the field of
judgment before Allah. Allah speaks and says ‘But before we begin.
Muhammad. Come. Come here. This isn’t for you. Come stand beside me.’
So Muhammad goes and stands beside Allah. When he gets there, he
turns and says ‘That’s my brother. Come brother. That’s my cousin, come!
He’s mine, she’s mine and he’s mine.’ Muhammad calls out all those that
are his. They then enter into heaven, and after that judgment for the rest
starts.”
My friend belongs to a Sufi tariqa,4 follows a pir and has a fairly broad theology
which he elaborated on.
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“Not only will Muhammad be called out, but all the holy men of history
will be called out and they will then call to themselves all their people. My
pir will be called too, and because I am in him107 I will be saved.”
I sat there for a while, stunned at his turn of phrase, and then said. “You
know, I believe almost exactly the same thing.” Now it was his turn to be
somewhat surprised. I continued “but there is only one person that any of
the holy books or scriptures call holy. Only one.” Slowly, almost painfully,
he agreed “Yes. That’s the question really, isn’t it?”
This story of salvation through Muhammad via connection with a pir is, I believe,
a defining story in understanding dynamics here. I asked my contacts if they had heard
it. Almost all say “Yes” and most cheerfully admit to believing it. Most of my friends
who are now followers of Jesus say that they used to believe this. “How else could we
be saved? We’re certainly not good enough ourselves” is a common response. Most
people here view, either tacitly or explicitly, their connectedness with Muhammad’s
group through relationship with his leaders as the means to salvation.
There are hadith that are commonly told (e.g. Al Bukhari 60.15)108 teaching how
on the last day people will approach other prophets to ask for their intercession, but
no prophet will be willing or able to do so. However, when Muhammad is asked to help,
he will prostrate himself before Allah, who then will declare that He will give him what
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Emphasis mine.
https://habibur.com/hadith/bukhari/60/
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he asks for. Naturally, its assumed that Muhammad will ask for the salvation of all his
followers.
I was struck that my friend used the phrase “in him.” I have not heard anyone
else use the phrase “in him;” indeed, some people vigorously reject the baldness of this
phrase, but many will unreservedly alter it to “I will be saved through him
[Muhammad]” or “via him” or something similar. Those that focus on their pir use
similar wording. Many of these alternative words have significant overtones of being
joined to him.

How Is This Salvation Accomplished?
This view of salvation acknowledges the connectedness that we have with others. This
linkage is held at an ontological level, at the level of being. I am joined with others in
my group. I am joined to my leader and my prophet. Thus, people can talk about being
saved through Muhammad. Allah accepts Muhammad and then all those linked with
him are also included.
This sense of connectedness to a saviour then becomes central in
understanding how people here are now coming to faith in Isa al Masih. In this
hierarchical society where the status of the person you follow and to whom you give
allegiance is very important, the position of Isa becomes the focus of reconsideration.
As we now turn to the shared journey of those that have come to faith in Isa al Masih
the point I wish to highlight is the rank that Isa comes to occupy.

The Station Of Jesus: Who do you say that I am?
When I ask my contacts who now follow Jesus about their journey of faith most will
talk of a time when they were Muslim, seeing the Prophet Muhammad as most
prestigious. They acknowledged Isa al Masih as a prophet among many others, but
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usually with no special place; not often thought about, if at all. However, all informants
then relate some experience that drew their attention to the person of Isa al Masih.
Usually that was a piece of literature, someone talking to them about him, or a dream.
This event then led them to investigate who Isa al Masih is.
A student studying at Master’s level in a madrassa talks of picking up a piece of
paper off the road which said “Jesus, the light of the world.” He describes how that
phrase “bit” him. It “bit into” him and he could not put it down, so he decided to
investigate who Isa was. He naturally turned to the Qur’an as he understood Arabic
(which is not common here), and saw things he had never noticed before.
The first step is an event that attracts their attention to Isa al Masih and the
second step is to investigate who he is, usually looking to the Qur’an. There they find
he is:
Kalimatullah, “Word of God.”109
Ruhullah, “Spirit of God.”110
Performer of miracles.
Born of a virgin. (This is incredibly important as this makes Isa one of only
two people not conceived by the immensely polluting activity of sexual
union. The other one was, of course, Adam, who was disobedient.)

109
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Sura iv (al-Nisaa):169; Sura iii (al-Imran):40.
Sura iv (al-Nisaa):169
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Holy and most pure.111 (Other than Jesus, the Qur’an describes no-one as
“most pure.”)
God raised Jesus to himself.112
As they go on to other sources e.g. the Injil (New Testament), they see he is
creator, light, powerful etc. Their search in the Injil vitally deepens their
understanding. They find the position of Isa is higher in the hierarchy than they had
originally thought. With each discovery they re-evaluate his position and power.
Indeed, the very real question they begin to ask is that of his relative status with
respect to the prophet Muhammad. In this finely tuned hierarchy, two leaders is one
too many. There cannot be equals at the top level and so the question arises as to who
is more important.
Almost all my informants faced this question, sometimes resolving it at time of
crisis. One chap was caught in a dangerous situation and thought he was going to die.
He had both the Qur’an and the Injil with him. Thinking he was about to die, he realized
he faced a choice: who was the one powerful to save? He thought about it, then
expecting to die, took the Injil and held it against his chest and prayed, “Isa al Masih, I
know you are the Lord. I commit myself to you.” Indeed, he was saved. Those who place
their loyalty and faith in Isa are those who resolve this crisis by deciding he is the one
of most honour. This premier position then means they then give allegiance to him and
are joined with him, as leader and patron.
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Sura xix (Maryam):19-22.
Sura iii (al-Imran):40; Sura iv (al-Nisaa):169
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Death and Resurrection
A following question I asked my contacts was “Isa al Masih died and rose again, and is
now with Allah, and we are saved. How does his death and resurrection lead to our
being saved?” Before we look at their answer first let us explore the question. This
question came to be shaped as it was because in most of my interviews people here
rarely talk about Christ’s death in isolation. Most of my informants’ discussions
concerning Christ’s death also include his resurrection, and commonly his ascension.
For them, Jesus’ death is not a stand-alone event; rather it is part of a tightly knit
package. It is his death, resurrection and ascension that are brought to the foreground
as a unity, rather than highlighting his death as bringing about salvation.
Thus, the question was phrased “Isa died and rose again, and is now with Allah,
and we are saved. How does his death and resurrection lead to our being saved?” In
reply, there is an answer that many of my informants give in part or in whole. I have
found this answer to be profound in its understanding and its simplicity. A colleague of
mine put it most eloquently with an accompanying descriptive gesture.
It’s like this. I’m joined with Jesus. [Here he interlaced the fingers of
both hands, both palms facing downwards. As he continued talking, he
made a sweeping wave gesture with his interlinked hands, sweeping
down and back up]. Jesus died and rose again. Since I’m joined with him,
I am therefore dying with him and have been raised with him.
How he has used his verb tenses is also insightful. As well as talking about being
linked with Jesus he described how he was dying, and yet had been raised to new life.
This is very Pauline language but very few of my colleagues have ever read
Romans. Most are still reading the Gospels and have not moved on to the epistles. Yet
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many talk in this manner, speaking of being linked with Isa al Masih. They often
accompany this explanation with a hand motion (e.g. hooking their two index fingers
together or holding their hands together in various ways). It is this linkage that holds
them to him is his death and resurrection. Isa is now their patron, the one they give
allegiance to and are joined with, and a faithful and loyal to. Isa is the top of the
hierarchy, and is a true and faithful patron. They therefore see themselves in sharing in
his death, new life and salvation.113
The status of Isa is a continual journey. My friends walk is that of a Christology
from below. The way they see Isa often starts as viewing as a man and a prophet, but
his status then grows to be healer, provider, Messiah, King and Saviour. He is the
crucified and risen one and is now in heaven with Allah. And therein lies a question: is
he seen as God himself, as part of the Trinity? This is certainly the trajectory of my
friends’ walk of faith, but it’s often not the at the point when they change allegiance. I
know people who have been believers for several years, following him in loyalty and
facing persecution, for whom it was a slow dawning that Isa’s high position was
because he is God. This isn’t obscure Trinitarian musing, but joyous understanding of
the fullness of the incarnation, that he is Emmanuel (God with us), and of relationship
with God Himself. Jesus is the broker-patron because his is the patron, Son of God in
very being. This is a continuous learning process for us all, but especially for those
whose walk is a Christology from below. This is one topic that interaction with people
from other Christian traditions can help foster and grow. Jesus is Lord!

113

Cf Rom 6.3-4, 8-12.
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Concluding Thoughts
The paradigm here is of a growing realization of the status of Jesus. Something
attracts people’s attention to Jesus, this leads them to investigate who he is, and as
his status rises in their estimation so his potential as a leader is highlighted. The
assumption is then that if he is of the highest honour and position then he is powerful
to save. It’s also assumed that in giving allegiance to him then there is a joining with
him. We are linked to others but this union with the ultimate leader is a deeper thing.
Thus, in being linked with him, his salvation becomes the believer’s as well.
Out of this paradigm there are a couple of points I would like to draw attention
to. Firstly, whilst it is true and right that theologically the point of comparison is
between Jesus the living revealed Word and the Qur’an as the written revealed word,
and this has been focused upon in missiological writing,114 the above paradigm
highlights the need to remember the comparison between the lead prophets of honour:
Who has the highest honour, Jesus or Muhammad? For, despite orthodox Muslim
theology, the essence of salvation is tied up with that question for many Muslims.
Missiology needs to allow for this conversation of honour in its dealings with Islam,
and it is a dialogue that needs to occur at both the individual level and at community
level. The missioner cannot force this as it would come across in a very confrontational
way, but nor can the missioner deny this process, and often we are blind to it. Anyone

For example, Colin Chapman, Cross and Crescent: Responding to the Challenge of Islam (Leicester, UK: Inter Varsity Press,
1995), 76: “It is essential for Christians to realise that the Qur’an is to Muslims what Jesus is to Christians. It is a mistake
to make a direct comparison between the role of Jesus in Christianity and the role of Muhammad in Islam.”

114
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bringing the message must allow space for this comparison to occur without invoking a
confrontation between ‘us’ and ‘them.’
This view of salvation is a biblical and important one. It reflects a lot of Pauline
language and highlights our need for relationship with Christ, remaining in Christ.
However, this is not how most Westerners naturally talk about salvation. Westerners
tend to use concepts of moral guilt, judgment, punishment and price paid. Penal
substitution is a core element to a lot of evangelical atonement thinking, but in
comparison the sense of debt and price paid, or guilt and expiation, is almost
completely lacking from how my informants here express their thoughts on salvation.
This is perceived as a serious flaw by many Western missionaries. Indeed, it is
significant. However, I have no desire to undermine the strength of the theological
position that is being expressed here. I have been profoundly touched with the depth
of understanding of union with Christ, participation in his death and resurrection, and
joy in new life that my brothers have shared with me. I have personally learned an
enormous amount as I have shared in this walk with my brothers and sisters.
My hope is that people holding either viewpoint realize that we have a lot to
learn from each other. We must start by recognizing the strength of the viewpoint
different from ours. Cross-cultural workers can build on those strengths and move
people towards a deeper walk with God. Both viewpoints also need to humbly
acknowledge their blind spots (e.g. Western evangelical atonement theory can be weak
in the area of stressing relationship in Christ and in the unified body of Christ; the
atonement theory being expressed in South Asia can be weak on seeing moral guilt and
its effects). The other dialogue partner needs to be gentle, understanding and nonjudgmental.
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My own walk in Christ has been deepened immensely by having my brothers and
sisters share their journey with me. The believers in South Asia have valid and
important things to share with the greater body of Christ. My prayer is that I have
been able to speak on their behalf and that readers can share in their insights.
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Invisible P illars

The Patronage Practised by Women

Aylin Mardin
In recent years, the patron-client relationship has been utilised as a useful model for
understanding the dynamics of Muslim societies as well as the churches that have
emerged within them. Jayson Georges in his book on ministering in patronage cultures
offers a simple definition of patronage: it is a “reciprocal, asymmetrical
relationship.”115 Relationship is the foundation; patronage is most commonly external
to institutions. It is also asymmetrical in that the patron is the possessor of the
greater resources. These resources are not necessarily financial. The concept of
patronage has been expanded to identify more diverse areas of capital, such as the
social and religious. But reciprocity is still expected. Patronage is not benevolence. The
client’s loyalty, defence, and public praise are offered in exchange for sponsorship,
protection or other capital offered by the patron.
Most of the literature on patronage in Islamic settings has examined the role of
male patrons, though there is a growing body of literature identifying female
patronage in the areas of art and architecture. This has been a classic area of
patronage for women in Western history. Western literature also offers us Lady
Catherine de Bourgh, the imposing dowager from Pride and Prejudice whose patronage
is framed within a narrow-minded asperity that emasculates, producing the fawning
and equally narrow Mr. Collins. A more positive example of religious patronage would
be Khadijah, wife of the Prophet Mohammed. Though her patronage was not initially

Jason Georges, Ministering in Patronage Cultures: Biblical Models and Missional Implications (Downers Grove, IL: IVP
Academic, 2019), 19.
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‘religious,’ her encouragement and resources were a decisive factor in the launching
and growth of Islam.
Positive examples of female patronage outside of the arts are rare. It is
possible that the influence of female patronage, especially in the Muslim world, is
unseen due to the assumed limits of female agency in a world where the public space is
controlled by men. However, I would suggest that patronage practised by Muslim, and
Muslim background, women is of such a different shape and character to typical
patronage that it frequently goes unseen.
My experience of over 35 years in Turkey will form the context for some
observations I would like to offer. I will first focus on female patronage in Turkish
culture in general and then will look briefly on how patronage has been a factor in the
Muslim background church in Turkey.

Collective patronage
As a new worker in Turkey, a key ingredient in my language and culture training were
the ‘tea parties’ held daily in the apartment building in which I lived. Turkish women
generally did their cooking and cleaning chores in the morning, reserving the late
afternoon to gather together to knit, crochet and sample the delectable treats proudly
presented by that day’s hostess, washing them down with tulip shaped glasses of
sweet tea. The conversation – once I could understand what it was – revolved around
children, husbands, recipes, and despair over the inability to lose weight.
I was taken aback one day when one of the neighbours produced a notebook and
then, one by one, each of the neighbours solemnly presented her with a ‘çeyrek’ – a
small medallion made of gold. I had been used to seeing similar tokens affixed to the
bride’s dress at a wedding or pinned on a new baby, usually by relatives or close
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friends. They represented a significant chunk of a monthly wage so to see nine
unrelated females each pass one over was quite a shock! I was further stunned to see,
after each was entered in the notebook, that they were gathered up and presented
together to one beaming neighbour. She gushed about what her sudden windfall would
mean and how it would be used.
I learned that this ‘altın günü’ (Day of Gold) was a monthly event in our building
and that it was a common custom amongst Turkish women. More affluent groups or
buildings did it weekly. In villages, it might be done quarterly due to the expense
required. Başak Bilecen in her work on these events within diasporic migrant circles,
refers to them as ‘lending circles’ or ‘rotating savings and credit associations.’116 Their
purpose is to allow women, who generally do not have free access to the family
resources, to benefit periodically from a larger sum of money than they normally have
access to.
In this way, the group operates collectively as a patron and its patronage fulfils
Georges’ definition. It is most definitely a relationship. Bilecen stresses both the trust
and relationship factors within the groups and the dissatisfaction of women when they
sense that one member is only interested in the financial aspect. It is asymmetrical in
that the resources of the group together are greater than any one individual. And it is
reciprocal in that each member participates in both giving and receiving.
We see a similar type of collective patronage occurring when a Turkish woman
receives unexpected guests. The term for ‘unexpected guest in Turkish is to be ‘Allah’ın

Başak Bilecen, “‘Altın Günü’: migrant women’s social protection networks,” Comparative Migration Studies, 7 no. 11 (2019),
https://doi.org/10.1186/s40878-019-0114-x.
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misafiri’ – God’s guest. The Qur’an frequently acquaints guests with angelic visitation,
linking this to the importance of hospitality. The veneration of hospitality, and
providing a generous welcome to guests, is deeply rooted in Turkish culture, even in
the most secular home.
My husband and I often visited isolated believers at a time, long before cell
phones, when having a landline phone was an expensive commodity. We frequently had
to arrive unannounced. And while receiving unexpected guests may be an honour, they
still need to be fed and welcomed generously. Male guests would never witness what
happens behind the scenes, but as a woman, I was usually allowed in the kitchen to
observe, if not help. The wife would quickly thrust her feet into the plastic shoes
reserved for outdoor work and, throwing on her coat, urgently knock at the doors of
her neighbours. They responded instantly. Some brought food they had prepared for
their own families’ dinners. One started a soup from a prepared package, adding an
entire block of margarine to give it the taste of homemade. The kitchen was full of
‘patrons,’ providing resources within the context of a relationship, secure in knowing
they would someday soon be on the receiving end.

Hospitality itself as patronage
The third epistle of John is often presented as the template for Christian hospitality.
The shortest book in the Bible by word count, it is a personal letter directed to ‘Gaius’
with a commendation and an exhortation – the former to praise him for his hospitality
to travelling Christian workers. While the word ‘hospitality’ is not present in the Greek
but is inferred in this passage, the most common Greek word used when it is expressed
elsewhere in the Bible is ‘philoxenia.’ This word does not carry the connotation of
having one’s Christian friends around for snacks and to watch football. Instead, it
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means ‘love of strangers.’ Christian hospitality is unique in the West in that it prepares
a bed and a table for those who were previously unknown.
This concept in the East, however, is not unique. As we discussed under
collective patronage, hospitality amongst Muslims is a cultural norm. It is also closely
tied to the honour/shame paradigm present in those cultures, indeed, as is female
patronage as well. The collective patronage shown during a period of unexpected
guests is as much a protection from shame as it is a form of patronage. Presenting as a
stingy or unprepared hostess would be the fodder of gossip.
But is it philoxenia? If one is generally on the receiving end of abundant Middle
Eastern hospitality, it appears to be completely selfless, a profligate expression of love
and welcome. When it is showered on strangers who are never seen again, it certainly
presents that appearance, though the concept of patronage is always present. The
host provides the best food and drink, the best place at the table and the best
accommodation. But within this asymmetrical temporary relationship, the guest is still
not without responsibility. A good Middle Eastern guest would know not to refuse any
of these offers as it would offend the host. The guest would know exactly the right
amount of food to eat; enough to avoid giving insult but not eating so much that it
stresses the family resources. A family will often prepare their entire week’s food for a
guest in order to be seen a generous and lavish host and when running out of food is a
deep insult.
Hospitality as patronage moves more to the fore in the context of relationship
or being a repeat guest. If reciprocity is not forthcoming, other means to prevent the
relationship from becoming too asymmetrical may be utilised. I have frequently
observed this in Turkey when the relationship is between a local and a foreigner. The
foreigner has dutifully studied about Turkish culture and enjoys being a recipient of all
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the expressions of hospitality that she has read about. Her neighbours are clearly so
thrilled to be showering their hospitality on her – who is she to deny them this
pleasure? Maybe she feels awkward to offer reciprocate invitations, unsure if her food
will be accepted and appreciated. Or perhaps she has young children or works full time
and has not managed to reciprocate. In any case, the patrons will find other ways to
balance the relationship because patronage is reciprocal as well as asymmetrical. One
may ask for English lessons for her son. Another may request that medications not
easily found in country be obtained. This is not a ‘tit for tat’ situation but emerges
from female commitment to collective patronage.

Following Paul and Apollos
Much of the literature about patronage is written through Western eyes, looking from
an individualistic cultural perspective on collectivistic cultures where patronage has
generally been the prevailing paradigm. This is no less true in the models of church in
what is basically the majority of cultures in the world. And yet, missionary-led
gatherings of Muslim background believers are generally built on a Western-inspired
‘equality’ model. These types of churches promote individualistic conversions,
individualistic discipleship, individual gifting. Jayson Georges claims that Western
missionaries “rarely notice this prominent cultural reality.”117 While this may be true
for some, I think it is equally true that many Western missionaries have observed it
and rejected it as a biblical paradigm for a church.

117

Georges, Ministering, back cover.
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It has been a privilege to arrive in Turkey just as so many seeds sown by
previous generations were beginning to bear fruit. The four tiny fellowships that cared
for Muslim-background believers in my early years had no names; like the book of Acts,
they were ‘the church in İzmir’ and ‘the church in Adana.’ As they developed into
modalities with legal structures churches were named, but amongst the believers they
continued to be ‘Ahmet’s church’ or ‘Mehmet’s church.’ As a Westerner, I initially
found this disturbing until I realised that it was a reflection of how local believers
viewed church leadership. The pastor was most definitely the patron. And once the
balance changed between missionary led churches to locally led, the concept has
become even more prominent. Strong, apostolic church leaders have formed networks
and groupings of churches. Their church members are loyal; being clients, or church
members, under a strong, charismatic leader strengthens one’s identity and stature.
Some patrons bring resources of vision and strong leadership. But others bring
resources of humility and compassion. Still, in each case they are strong patrons of the
clients in their churches.
Western-led attempts at egalitarian church leadership have failed in Turkey so
we are unable to observe the impact of female pastors. Like in the West, gifted women
leaders are finding roles in parachurch ministry situations. Even in situations where
they have been a patron, they are rarely recognised as such because the role of the
pastor carries the main patron connotation.

Unseen patrons
In 2007, I attended a conference in Southeast Asia that focused on developments in
church planting amongst Muslim people groups worldwide. As was common in previous
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decades, the more than 500 people who attended were predominantly white males,
hailing from North America and Europe.
In each of the plenary sessions, following a time of a worship, a believer from a
Muslim-background came forward to share his journey of faith. These were uplifting,
encouraging stories, intended to inspire us to the fruit that would be the result of the
days of research and strategizing that were the focus of the conference.
However, I never saw any reflection on the fact that in almost every one of the
testimonies, it had been a woman who had been the prime ‘patron’ of the (male)
believer’s spiritual journey. It was a Christian background woman sharing with a fellow
Jordanian Muslim. It was a white, missionary woman sharing with a Muslim theological
student in Bangladesh. And there were others. But despite the fact that the purpose of
our conference was to gather empirical research, the impact of female patrons
remained unseen.
Female patronage within the Kingdom may continue to remain unseen and it
may be that its influence lies in its invisibility. Just like the powerful collective
patronage amongst neighbours and friends in Muslim society, female believers need to
carve spaces of non-threatening patronage. Paul says in 1 Corinthians that “even
though you have ten thousand guardians in Christ, you do not have many fathers…” I
believe the same thing could be said for mothers. We can see in Central Asia and
Bulgaria a proliferation of women in church leadership who act openly as patrons. But
even in countries like Turkey where it is more rare, female patrons have much to offer
the church.
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The Practise of Patronage
in Diaspor� Contexts

Anna Shean
I walked into their home and immediately my car keys were taken from me. “Ahmed
will wash your car” I was told. I objected but to no avail. I felt like the superior with
the servants fussing around me. It was awful.
“When will you be home?” Abdullah asked. “I will come to clean your carpets. I
have a machine.”
Not long after meeting Khadijah and her family, they visited me with gifts – a
handbag, chocolates and more. I was uncomfortable for many reasons but mainly
because this family had no money, no work, no support, and they had spent money on
me. When I reiterated that my actions to them are freely given, that they don’t need to
‘pay me back,’ they agreed and said thank you… and continued to ‘pay me back.’
I had entered into relationships with these families and sought to be a friend to
them, helping them navigate western culture and the English language, while exposing
them to the God who is generous. My care for them was love freely given. I wanted to
be an example of God’s unconditional love and so every part of my being resisted what
I saw as being paid back. Questions swirled around my mind: Were they simply being
generous to me or did they want something more from me? Am I now obliged to do
whatever they want now? If I want this relationship to continue, am I being forced to
owe them something? Do they see me as somehow superior to them and they must
serve me? And most horrifying of all, Have I now failed in being an authentic example
of the gospel?
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I haven’t experienced the ‘textbook’ beginnings of a patron-client relationship,
namely the request and negotiations of establishment.118 Rather, it seems to be an
unspoken way of relating. My Muslim friends aren’t able to identify it in their own
actions. It just seems to be an instinctive way of being according to their world view,
as natural as it is suspicious in a western world view. We want to showcase the God of
unconditional love and generosity and patronage seems to obscure it. So how should I
understand what is happening in this different way of relating? How should I respond?

The Importance of Understanding My Friends
It has become clear that the gifts and service I receive are not pay back nor are they
bribery for an unspoken future need but are something much purer and more
important. It’s all about expressing their desire to be in relationship with me, an
ongoing dance of mutual giving and receiving.
One night Khadija’s daughter called me. “Can you help us?” Her mum was unwell
and they didn’t know what to do. I drove with Khadijah and her husband to the hospital
and was simply there, a calming presence in an unfamiliar hospital system. We stayed
till the early hours of the morning and I then arranged follow up care for her. How
ought she respond to my help? For my Middle Eastern friend, it’s not simply about
thanking me. It’s about valuing the friendship. ‘Thank you’ doesn’t express the
honourable nature of our friendship. To keep our relationship healthy, honourable and
to prevent the shame of abuse a.nd dysfunction Khadijah invited me to share mansaf (a

As detailed, for example, in Delbert Chinchen, “The Patron-Client System: A Model of Indigenous Discipleship,” EMQ 31
no. 4 (1995): 446-451.
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traditional Arab dish) and knafeh (a traditional Middle Eastern dessert) with the family
despite them being barely able to pay rent. Honour is more important.
It is important to understand the fundamentals of patron-client relationships
so that we might enter into these relationships appropriately and use them for the
sake of the gospel.
Patron-client relationships don’t tarnish the reputation of the gospel but
rather can enhance it.
I want to develop fruitful relationships that will be fertile soil for
meaningful spiritual conversations.
I want to use these relational concepts to explain the gospel and what it
is to follow Christ.
I want to disciple believers of a Muslim background (BMBs) effectively in
the context of relationships they understand.
And this may have extra layers of complexity as we navigate these relationships
in a western context. Here, we are on home turf with the knowledge, power, money,
and connections. It would be easy for these relationships to become dysfunctional.
Just as I don’t want to be somehow indebted to them or be at their beck and call, I also
don’t want to create dependency or trap my friends in an unhelpful cycle of owing me.
So rather than throw out this patron-client way of relating and seek to retrain
our friends in what we may see as a more grace-centred way, how can we learn from
patronage and use it to introduce our friends to Jesus Christ and help the function well
in a western context?
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Living a Gospel Life in the Midst of Patron-Client Relationships
Reciprocating Honour
This to and fro of relationship and giving is what my Muslim friends seek and respond
to. To reject their gifts (even graciously) is to reject them and any ongoing relationship
with them and probably their community.
I will honour them by visiting them, eating their food, and asking for help from
them. I have been learning Arabic over several years and my Syrian and Jordanian
friends have been gracious teachers and practice partners despite their desire to learn
and practise English. As I encourage and correct their English, they have also become
confident to correct my Arabic. This is such a humbling experience. I’m meant to be the
one with the knowledge and answers in my own country but even the children join in
with the correction and critique, with lots of laughter I might add! The frequent texts
between us in Arabic serve many functions!
My friends as my teachers can restore their confidence as they try to navigate a
strange culture. Their sense of worth and skill can be easily lost in a new country. I will
ask them directions in a part of the city that they know better than me; I will learn
from them when they tell me about the new course they are studying. How invaluable
was it when I had cause to seek a Pakistani friend’s counsel to navigate conflict with
one of her countrywomen!
At the same time, I will joyfully accept their service of me, recognising it as an
honour. I am learning to put up with the discomfort of sitting on the lounge alone while
the meal is prepared, not being permitted to help, and then being ushered from the
meal table to the lounge leaving the dirty dishes and my host (or her daughter) to clean
up on her own. I’ll accept gifts & extraordinary hospitality because as my friends seek
to honour me even sacrificially, they live with dignity.
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Mariam hadn’t answered my texts and so I turned up at her house on my way
home. She was about to get into the car with her husband to take their son to a
doctor’s appointment. Despite my protests, she ushered me into the house, made
coffee, sat on the lounge with me to talk while her family waited in the car. I drank
that coffee quicker than usual! They were only 20 minutes late.
As I visit families with young children and teenagers, I am tempted to buy
whatever these young ones might need or even want. I don’t want them to be the only
kids at school without a pencil case or Pokémon cards or the ones with the obviously
second or third hand lunch box. However, the parents’ role is to provide for their
children and to make the decisions about what they want their children to have. I can
support them and answer their questions on what is usual here but for me to swoop in
and provide what they can’t can easily result in shame and resentment… or
dependence. And so, I give gifts at appropriate times (usually birthdays if parents
allow) – but limit these gifts so as not to overshadow whatever the parents will
provide.
I was given some supermarket vouchers to give to those who might need them.
Mariam had recently arrived in Australia and so I offered her one. I will always
remember the look on her face as she handed it back to me. “We are not refugees!” she
said. I have since learned that in Syria they were from a wealthy family. She has
described the marble entry way of their large house. This family has moved several
times since being in Australia in search of a ‘suitable’ home. They appreciate the
assistance I can give as they learn English and navigate western bureaucracy but many
Muslim families in the diaspora may have been the patron in their own country and
now, they find themselves to be clients. Our generosity may actually shame our
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friends. Careful observation and asking lots of questions, sensitively, are so important
so we can maintain relationships of mutual honour.

Value the Role
I was approached by a member of a South Asian community to bring one of their own
into line. “She isn’t listening to us. She is bringing shame on us and her family.” Amira is
known in her community as untrustworthy and manipulative. I was astounded that this
representative of the community would call me for help. I had no idea what to do but
this particular community had given me the role of patron, of leader.
Rather than despise this role of patron that we can feel is thrust upon us we
can embrace it for good. As patron an array of God honouring roles open up to us. We
become a respected confidant, the keeper of deep secrets and revelations of shame.
And it’s into these spaces we can bring the Lord Jesus. In these spaces we are listened
to. As Khadijah tearfully told me of her past and present, things that no one else knew,
I was humbly aware of what a precious relationship this was. She saw my acceptance
and love and was in a place to hear of God’s acceptance and forgiveness in Jesus.
Life in the west is strange. As patron, we have opportunities to mentor women in
both how to live here and how to live in the way of Jesus. I’d ordered coffees in a
coffee shop with a young Afghan friend and asked the barista how he was. He’d been
busy. Fatima asked, “How can you talk to that man like that?” Fatima had just escaped
a life of abuse – from uncles, friends, men. I was in a space where I could help her
know how to live in this new freedom and understand what a respectful and safe
relationship might look like in Australia.
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Use the Role to Enter into their Communities
As a patron we can be a visible example of life and faith. As we spend time with women
and families, getting to know them, their needs, and abilities, they also will get to know
us. We have the opportunity to show that we are trustworthy and honourable women
of faith. How important it is to reveal your true self – your faith, your prayerfulness,
your devotion to God’s word. Even if this looks different from Muslim devotion it is
generally respected, even if an object of curiosity.
And word spreads.
I was visiting Samira and the mother of her daughter’s friend knocked on the
door. “This is the friend I told you about.” Samira said. “You must come and visit me too
– I can help you with Arabic as well!” came the reply.
I had been supporting a South Asian single mum for some months – visiting her,
teaching her English, looking after the baby while she had a shower, introducing her to
Jesus. Her community here in Australia had rejected her and would shame her if she
ever went to any of their events. Her case worker, a believer from her country, told me
“They talk about you, you know, the South Asian community.”
I was a bit embarrassed and worried and so asked what she meant.
“They are confused why you, a white Christian Australian woman would
spend time with someone like her. But they’ve decided that if you are
doing it, they should as well.”
Now, I was unaware anyone knew anything I was doing. I’ve learned that people
are always watching, listening, and learning from what we do. May it be an honourable
example of God’s loving kindness and mercy in Christ.
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Introduce to Believing Communities
As we embrace the role of patron, we can be the gateway into communities of faith. As
our friends trust the patron, trust in the patron’s community develops. If I am
welcomed into their home, so is my friend. Coming to a BBQ or party is OK because I
invited them. Here they can see and experience the practical outworking of Jesus’ rule
in the life of a whole community. Relationship is so highly valued, the potential impact
of God honouring relationships is unlimited.
The local mosque has an emergency relief programme for Muslims. However,
Samira won’t go there. She feels that they show favouritism and are just a source of
handouts. That they are Muslim is irrelevant compared to the honourable relationship
that now exists between Samira and her Christian friends. This Christian community
has exercised patronage in a way that has avoided dependence and condescension.
Hear the words of Amina… “I know that God loves me because church people
love me.”
As patron, we have opportunities to introduce our Muslim friends to God’s
community who can serve them practically while honouring them as people and
introducing them to Jesus.

Beware of Abuse
I met Sophia, a single mum, after she had divorced her abusive husband. She was sad,
alone, and initially appreciative of the care and community of the believers she was
meeting. She began to ask for help finding a job, learning to drive, buying a car etc.
Various of members of our community were able to help her but she would reject
anything offered that wasn’t exactly what she wanted and complained that no one
cared. Occasionally she would offer a meal to visitors, but respect was fleeting and
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complaints and gossip about those seeking to support her became common. How would
you respond in this situation?
Some things I learned include:
Make the boundaries in the relationship clear. Clearly articulate what I
CAN do and what I am prepared to do.
At the same time, let generosity be characteristic of all responses and
actions.
Explain how this new country works – a country where there is less (but
not zero) reliance on family connections; where social services can be
supportive; where employers choose who to employ based (largely) on
ability not family or social connections.
Introduce her to the believing community so one person doesn’t bear the
entire burden of her demands and where she can learn to serve others.
Teach her how to navigate western society & bureaucracy so that she can
be more confident and independent but walking with her so she isn’t
alone.
Where this is not received well, continue to pray for her but don’t be
drawn into a relationship of dependence and abuse. This may mean
contact is lost but we can continue to entrust her into God’s loving hands.
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The Issue of Money
In a new country, especially among refugees and asylum seekers money is occasionally
requested. How should we respond? I have taken much wisdom from the well-read
book When Helping Hurts.119
In an emergency the question isn’t “will I help?” but “where will the help come
from?” We have made use of Christian social services; food banks; Christian
community or church rather than an individual providing finances.
Some friends from a church in another part of Sydney send me supermarket gift
cards from time to time with letters attached, explaining that Jesus’ generosity is the
reason they are giving. We run a food pantry at a local church in partnership with our
denomination’s charity. Our Muslim friends come, contributing a small amount for their
groceries and enjoy afternoon tea, the community, and a chat while they are waiting
for their turn to shop.
Before Covid hit we began some workshops to give new arrivals confidence to
fill in forms, go for job interviews etc.
In this way we are acting as brokers – connecting our friends with the Christian
community, each other and resources to live confidently in a different culture.

Use the Role to Illustrate the Gospel
One reason why patron-client relationships feel so uncomfortable is that on the
surface, they seem to misrepresent the gospel of grace. However, I’ve realised that
patron-client relationships can actually illustrate it. The Bible portrays God as our

119

Steve Corbett and Brian Fikkert, When Helping Hurts (Chicago, IL: Moody, 2012).
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patron who gives us more than we can ever repay, but if this relationship is to continue
we must reciprocate with lives of loyalty to him, lives that honour him.120

Explaining the Gospel
An understanding of patronage enables us to better understand the gospel and to
explain it with concepts our Muslim friends can more easily comprehend.
How would you respond to these questions and statements?
“But sin is just our weakness. Allah knows we are human and make
mistakes. He will forgive us because he is merciful. Why would Jesus have
to die?”
Using patronage concepts, we can ask…
How ought we treat Almighty God who has made us, gives us life & family
and provides all we need?
Can we truly say we have honoured God as he is owed?
We have dishonoured God in so many ways – Would the great provider
really just ignore our shame?
Jesus the Messiah is the only man who has shown God complete loyalty &
respect &honour. When God commands Jesus the Messiah to take our shame away

E.g., Romans 6:1-7 We have been raised to a new life in Christ; Romans 6:22 We are now slaves to God. Fuller
explanations and illustrations of this are found throughout the epistles e.g. Ephesians 4-6; Philippians 2-4; Colossians
2:20-4:18.
120
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(which means his death) Jesus the Messiah honours God and is obedient. And God
continues to honour Jesus. He brought Jesus the Messiah back from the dead and gave
him great honour. And so, Jesus has cleansed his followers from shame takes us to
God. The honour God gives Jesus the Messiah he also gives to Jesus’ followers.
“It’s my father’s anniversary – he died 12 years ago. Now we pray and
give to the poor on his behalf every year so his bad deeds are less. Do you
do that too?”
When asked this I’ve said ‘No’ because if we look to God to be loyal and to
honour him; if we stop being disloyal and living a life that he hates God tells us that he
will welcome us to his family.
I tell the story of the Waiting Father (also known as the Two Sons or the
Prodigal Son). Jesus the Messiah has paid what we owe to God and he introduces us
into God’s family. Our gift to God is not as great as his to us and it never can be. But we
keep trusting him and honouring him; telling people about him so they also know how
wonderful he is!
“You have life so easy! You just ask for forgiveness and then live how you
like. We have rules to obey. Our life is hard.”
We are filled with gratitude and wonder when Jesus the Messiah introduces us
into God’s family. God has not only created us but he has adopted us as his own
children. We can’t earn our way in. So, once God makes us his child, a part of his family,
we uphold the family honour. We don’t live in fear, nor do we do things to earn God’s
favour (we are already his children who he loves!). We live to honour God out of
gratitude and joy. Child of God is our identity now. And so, we live as a child of God.
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Imagine how deep the pain is when we dishonour God our Father! We must ask for
forgiveness, remember God’s mercy, celebrate his gift of undeserved love and try to
copy his character in all we do. In fact, God gives us his Spirit to help us live in ways
that honour him, our Heavenly Father.
When we have served people in the Muslim community, we have been
asked... “Why do you do this?”
What would you say, using concepts taken from patron-client relationships?
As in the previous answer, we want to communicate that it isn’t because we are
especially kind people but rather, we belong to Jesus the Messiah who has introduced
us into the family of God. And so, we want to honour God, honour Jesus, and live a life
like his. Jesus’ life was all about serving others, loving others – even if it meant he had
to die. God is faithful – he rewards the faithful with life and honour therefore Jesus
came back to life. We want to live to love and serve others as Jesus did. Jesus even
told a story about this… here, you could tell the story of the Good Samaritan.

Use the Role for Discipleship of New Believers
Believers from a Muslim background may see us as their patron who has introduced
them to Jesus and to the community of believers and so may continue to rely on us to
assist them in the practical stuff of life in the west (finding a job, house even a
husband or wife), as well as to navigate life as a believer. Rather than shrink from this,
we have opportunities to become their mentors as they learn to make all of life
decisions under the Lordship of Jesus Christ e.g., marriage relationships; conflict
resolution; finances and generosity; parenting.
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Embracing this role of patron means discipling not just with words but involving
our sisters in our lives that they might see how a daughter of God lives and speaks.
What a privilege and responsibility God has given us.

About the Author
In 2008 Anna Shean moved from 14 years in church ministry to community ministry in
an area which has the largest and most diverse multicultural populations in Sydney.
Here, Anna seeks to make disciples of Jesus from among Muslim communities and
equips others to do the same.
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Abigail:
A Patron �odel

for Women in the Middle East

Grace Al-Zoughbi
Patronage is a major part of life in many Arab cultures. It impacts how people relate to
one another and has implications for how individuals perceive power, position, and
authority. I understand patronage as a gateway that grants people access to privilege
and decision making and moral obligations. At times patronage can be understood
negatively, however, I focus on the positive aspect of patronage in my article where
obligations and expectations are meant to achieve positive results, friendly
relationships, away from bureaucracy or manipulation in contexts of unequal social
relationships. I believe that patronage should be used rightly and righteously based on
truth and honesty, not exploitation, titles, or status.
A patriarchal society invariably produces stereotypes that put down, denigrate,
or marginalise women. When women are often blamed for difficult situations, the
positive view of patronage will have a transforming impact. The unusual
accomplishments of Arab women will challenge the patriarchal view in a context
managed by men. The patronage Abigail demonstrated seeks client maturity and
independence. And this is precisely the sort of patronage I desire for Arab women to
exhibit in their role in theological education in the Middle East and beyond.

My Background as an Arab Christian Woman
I was born and grew up in a country where, like many other Arab women, I would
normally be viewed as a client not a patron, the weaker link, not the stronger, the
dependent, not the one depended on. You may be acquainted with the little town of
Bethlehem, and you may have a “romantic” view of the setting of Christ’s birth. You
may have even had a once in a lifetime opportunity to visit, but living there all one’s life
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one cannot escape the complexities of life on the ground within a Palestinian context.
As I write these few lines, I reflect on the contradictions of this place I proudly call
home. As an Arab Christian, I am considered from within the minority and as a woman I
am considered underprivileged. The predominant, visible patrons in society are the
governments and the men, but women are the last to be thought of as patrons. Not
because we do not have the potential, but because, in a patriarchal society and also a
war-torn land, we are not usually given the rights or privileges to which we are
entitled.
In the seventh century, the rise of Islam in the Middle East saw Christians
evolve from being a ruling majority to, over time, a ruled minority. With that came the
loss of power and patronage. Patronage is inherent within the Arab culture and is
considered as a social construct in hierarchical societies. Whilst patronage is evident
in the Middle East and has shaped our communities to various extents, Arab women
have had few opportunities to identify and reflect on positive and negative aspects of
patronage. Therefore, it is important to discuss and relate patronage to the way
women might experience and live the good news and hope that comes from knowing
Jesus. The story of Abigail, which once happened in my geographical locality, presents
Arab women with possibilities of taking the position of patrons. As Arab women often
find themselves compelled to find ways to get access to resources and use
relationships to achieve things they need, want or dream of fulfilling, some lessons
from Abigail’s story become pertinent for Arab women seeking to be patrons of peace.

1. Introduction
1 Samuel 25 relates how David vows to destroy Nabal’s house and all his possessions
because Nabal has refused to help him. David sets out to do so, and had it not been for
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a woman, Nabal’s wife Abigail, who comes to meet him with a gift and persuasive
words, David would certainly have left no one alive. The story shows a woman endowed
with wisdom and beauty who, on her own is successful at outmanoeuvring two men: a
very wealthy but miserly husband, and a courageous but outlawed young warrior. Thus,
the story is interesting in the way it shows that even in a patriarchal society, women
can take a lead role and wisely exercise power with great influence, as a patron would.
We shall examine how Abigail is able to intervene, as well as the results of her actions.

2. The Background
The story is set against the backdrop of King Saul’s reign and of the rise of David from
a lowly shepherd to the leader of a private army.121 Because King Saul is seeking to kill
him, David, the new national hero, has to keep on the move in the Judean desert. He
survives by collecting protection money from farmers. As it is the sheep-shearing
season, David sends ten of his young warriors to pay his respects to one of the largest
and wealthiest sheep-farmers in the area, Nabal, who is married to Abigail.

3. The Conflict
The ten lads sent by David deliver a message of peace (v.6). They suggest to Nabal in a
diplomatic way, that, as his flocks have suffered no harm and none of his sheep have
gone missing (v.7) due to the protection of David’s guerrilla band,122 some sign of
gratitude would be appropriate. The request for a payoff is politely worded (v.7) but it
is received by Nabal with utter contempt: ‘who is David and who is the son of Jesse?’

121
122

Tivka Frymer-Kensky, Reading the Women of the Bible (New York: Shocken Pocks, 2002), 315.
Frymer-Kensyky, Women, 316.
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(v.10). He calls David’s band of fighters ‘men coming from who knows where’ (v.11).
Sakenfeld points out that Nabal’s words are both surly and foolhardy,123 whilst FrymerKensky comments that Nabal speaks coarsely but that his language is also cleverly
insulting: David is at the head of a band of breakaway slaves just like his ancestor Obed
(in Hebrew, ‘slave’).124
The angry David cannot leave such an insult unaddressed; he gives the
command to his fighters to take up their weapons for a military strike against Nabal’s
property and possessions. Frymer-Kensky suggests: ‘the stage is set for disaster.’125
This is when Abigail is prompted into action by the servants’ report and takes control
of what has become a desperate and volatile situation.
The contrast between husband and wife is quickly established at the beginning
of the story. Nabal is described as being ‘surly and mean in his dealings’ (v.3).
According to traditional wisdom, he was someone who behaved in a rude and badtempered way and who also lacked generosity, behaving like a fool (Prov 14:17; 18:6).
This portrait is reinforced by the negative characterization of Nabal by his wife Abigail:
‘just like his name he is; his name means fool and folly is with him’ (v.25). By contrast,
the narrator describes Abigail as a clever (tobat sekel – ‘of good understanding’)126 and
beautiful woman (v.3). One can surmise that she had no say in the choice of Nabal as
her husband. Her father was probably very pleased to give his daughter as wife to a
wealthy sheep-farmer in an arranged marriage.

Katherine Doob Sakenfeld, Just Wives: Stories of Power and Survival in the Old Testament and Today. (London:
Westminster John Knox Press, 2003), 84.
124
Frymer-Kensky, Women, 317.
125
Frymer-Kensy, Women, 317.
126
Athalya Brenner, , I Am: Biblical Women Tell Their Own Stories, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2005), 39.
123
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4. Abigail’s Intervention
Unlike Nabal, Abigail immediately recognises the gravity of the threat that David and
his band of fighters represent to their property and lives. She rushes to counteract the
consequences of the insult and bad behaviour of her husband, setting out for a meeting
with David (vv.19-20). Abigail’s decisive intervention is met with success, as Bach
observes: ‘For a moment, Abigail steps outside the bounds of convention: a woman
succeeds in stopping the future king from committing bloodguilt.’127 She pacifies
David’s anger and so saves her household. We will examine in the following section the
causes of her success by focusing on the various clues given by the narrator. This will
enable us to give a more precise account of Abigail’s ethical world and of the impact
she is seeking to achieve through her actions.

5. The Roots of Abigail’s Success
5.1 Abigail Empowers Herself as a Woman
Discussing the role of Abigail, Brueggemann makes a very apt comment: ‘Her presence
has in fact effectively eliminated Nabal.’128 Abigail takes the ‘lead,’ which is typically
the reserve of men: one of her most prominent qualities is, therefore, that of taking
initiative.
She does not waste any time thinking about what to do; instead, she immediately
gets together the things she needs and sets off to meet David (v.18). Abigail’s actions
seem to indicate that she is in fact in command of household supplies, and she,

Alice Bach, “The Pleasure of her Text,” in A Feminist Companion to Samuel and Kings, ed. Athalya Brenner, (Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1994), 109.
128
Walter Brueggemann, First and Second Samuel, (Louisville: John Knox Press, 1990), 178.
127
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therefore, uses her authority to repair the damages caused by Nabal. Abigail moves
out of the expectations of a woman in her culture when she sets out on her own
without telling Nabal, her husband, that she is going to meet David. She is not willing
to remain home in the hope that the food and drink sent to David will appease his
anger. She becomes personally involved and her decision to go and meet David carries
considerable risk to her own life, given David’s resolve to use violence to avenge
himself. Hence, Abigail is both bold and brave when she positions herself to speak
directly and persuasively to the furious leader of a band of fighters. Throughout the
episode, Abigail is clearly the decision-maker and also the action-taker.

5.2 Abigail’s Moral Maturity and Courage
Abigail uses ingenuity and concentrates all her efforts on avoiding violence. She knows
that a serious moral wrong has been committed against David and so she seeks
forgiveness and mercy from him. The moral injury involves someone responsible for the
wrong done, and Abigail knows that her husband is to blame. However, being a pacifier,
she herself is ready to accept responsibility for the wrong done to David: ‘I, your
maidservant, did not see the young men of my lord whom you sent.’ She readily accepts
that David and the young men have been unjustly treated (v.25). This moral strength
enables her to take risks in order to achieve restoration of relationship with David
through appeasing his anger and resentment. Her sound moral judgment – she knows
what is right and wrong – gives her tremendous confidence to act. Although she is
innocent, Abigail accepts responsibility for the wrongdoings of her husband and
provides David, the victim, with reasons to forgive.
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5.3 She Seeks Reconciliation through Words
When Abigail speaks to David, she is confident in her determination to make a
difference and change David’s plans. In order to achieve David’s change of heart, she
seeks to open a dialogue with him, and her speech is persuasive but also honest.
Frymer-Kensky describes Abigail’s interaction with David as ‘a masterpiece of biblical
rhetoric.’129 The language she uses is powerful and her arguments compelling. In
contrast to her husband, she remains humble, addressing David as ‘my Lord’ and
speaking of herself as ‘your servant’ (vv.24-25). As noted above, she takes all the
blame for this unfortunate situation upon herself (v.25). She makes constant reference
to Yahweh and to what Yahweh is doing through these events and situations, claiming
almost like a prophetess that, through her, the Lord has restrained David from
bloodguilt (v.26). In the same prophetic style, she announces a glorious future for
David (vv.29-31). So it is not surprising that David accepts her offer of reconciliation by
blessing her three times (v.32-33). Commenting on Abigail’s successful speech,
Brueggemann writes: ‘David has taken Abigail seriously and accepted her entreaty…
She has saved his life and his future.’130

5.4 Abigail is a Quick, Sound and Practical Thinker
Again, Brueggemann is helpful when he observes: ‘this shrewd and discerning
woman...seems to understand everything,’131 and Smith comments that from v.14 the
story focuses wholly on the ‘prompt actions’ of a woman, and how men respond to

Frymer-Kensky, Women, 319.
Brueggemann, Samuel, 180.
131
Brueggemann, Samuel, 178.
129

130
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these actions and the consequences of these actions. 132 Abigail realises the
seriousness of the situation: for her and her household, it is a question of life or death.
Yet she is ready for the task of persuading David to think about the consequences of
his actions before it is too late. In addition, she discerns wisely what would please
David in terms of the food presented to him, the words she uses and her attitude of
humility. Abigail would have known that hospitality is a major element within the
patronage system. The abundant food offered in Middle Eastern contexts is a sign of
acceptance, care, graciousness and, as it transpires in this instance, reconciliation too.

Conclusion
Abigail seeks to protect herself and her household against the mortal dangers caused
by her husband. Whereas the men are bent on animosity and conflict, Abigail, as a
promoter of peace and reconciliation, seeks to avoid violence at all costs. In the way
she behaves and speaks, Abigail exemplifies how skilful thinking can be used to
promote peace. One of the key moral attributes to which Abigail is sensitive is
gratitude. Her world is one in which a person should respond kindly to a kind action. As
a peacemaker, she deals with the wickedness of Nabal and the violence of David – with
remarkable wisdom and competence. She discerns the long-term consequences of an
attitude of animosity, violence and revenge, and she also enables others to realise the
long-term repercussions of rash acts of rage and resentment. Abigail recognises the
need to take into account the feelings of other human beings (in this case David) in

Henry Smith, The International Critical Commentary: A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Books of Samuel, vol. 1
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1961), 222.
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order to create strong social connections. She respects the dignity of David which her
husband disregards, and so treats David with honour. Abigail recognises the
importance of owning a property and so seeks to protect it (in contrast to her foolish
husband). If Arab women in the Middle East take Abigail as an example, the potential
for Arab women patrons will become more embedded within the society thus providing
opportunities for demonstrating their own unique skills and attributes in facing
difficult situations, particularly while living in a highly volatile context.
Encouraged by the example of Abigail, I have found a space where I can be a
patron despite the challenges of an ever-patriarchal society. I am seeking to forge a
way forward and craft a role for women in theological education regardless of the
hierarchical nature of our society. I aspire to prepare the way for Arab women to be
patrons in theological education (TE). Advocating for the importance of the role of
Arab women in TE, I am seeking to create a platform to encourage Arab women to find
their voice and to strengthen and benefit the academy and church. In this way, I am
not only seeking to help Christian women but women from other backgrounds who
might find in TE a theoretical and practical answer to some of their questions as they
live in harsh contexts that are often full of bloodshed and lack peace.
Obtaining a theologically-based degree carries huge responsibilities for Arab
women. When Arab women are theologically trained, they attain a privileged position in
which to find creative ways to overcome injustices they encounter on a daily basis.
Theology empowers them to have a voice and a calling that is unique to their context.
These were the years that formed my own theological convictions. I embraced my Godgiven calling and resisted stereotypes about Arab women thus structuring relational
bridges for the spread of the Gospel through theological education. I did not and will
not allow hierarchical relationships expressed within the patronage system to
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obstruct the way my fellow Arab women encounter the Good News. I pray that Arab
women will be encouraged to see the power of patronage. Even when they are viewed
as clients, may they have the courage to rise above that, to find their voice, to express
their dreams not only in oral communication but also in writing, so that their words
would be read, their actions appreciated, and their wisdom valued. Like Abigail, whose
gentle and wise advice defused a volatile situation, so the sound counsel of Christian
Arab women, will, I believe, help to prevent ongoing violence and bloodshed in a region
so precious to me personally, and also to God’s own heart. I envision my Christian Arab
women as promoters of peace and reconciliation, expressing godly insights,
perceptions and understanding in their conversations and through their written work,
which will help to de-escalate violence, hatred, and the inclination for retribution in the
region while fostering an environment conducive to sharing the Gospel.
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Interview

A Missionary from
a Patronage Culture

Julie B. Ma

Is the Chinese language missing a word?
“Patronage…” the translator paused, “It’s a technical term Westerners say when they
talk about Asians. In Chinese, we just say ‘guanxi.’”133
The Chinese word guanxi is usually translated as ‘relationship.’ The word is
made of two characters: guan means ‘a guarded passage’ or ‘to close (a door),’ and xi
means ‘system.’ In Chinese culture, relationships are systems for opening doors.
Sometimes though, we translate guanxi to mean ‘problem.’ When someone
apologizes to me, I say, “no problem,” in English or “mei guanxi” in Chinese. There is
even an adage, “One who has guanxi (relationships) will have no guanxi (problems).”
Chinese relationships are systems for opening doors and solving problems.
In Confucian philosophy, there are five key human relationships: ruler-subject,
father-son, elder brother-younger brother, husband-wife, and friend-friend.134
Depending on how deeply Confucian a particular Chinese sub-culture is, patron-client
dynamics are present in at least three, probably four, and perhaps even all five of
these kinds of relationships. All of them are reciprocal and all exist for mutual benefit.
I do not presume to say that all Chinese relationships are unequal, but they do have
that tendency. Even in friendships, which Westerners might think of as the most
egalitarian relationships, there can be hints of patron-client dynamics. Therefore it
makes sense that in Chinese, definitions of patronage such as Jayson Georges’ ‘a

Brother Qiu, from Taiwan, translating via Zoom, July 2021.
Gregg A. Ten Elshof, Confucius for Christians: What and Ancient Chinese Worldview Can Teach Us about Life in Christ (Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 2015), 13.
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reciprocal relationship between two unequal parties’135 might be abbreviated to simply
‘a relationship.’
In the West, traditional patron-client dynamics have become so obsolete they
need to be intentionally learned by Westerners hoping to relate cross-culturally with
the majority world. The last few years have seen an upsurge in writing – both popular
and scholarly, on the subject. An especially hot topic is how Christians can build gospel
relationships with people in patronage cultures. I do not intend to duplicate the good
work of others here. Instead, I want to bend the conversation in what I think is a new
direction.
We’ve been talking about ministering in patronage cultures, but I want to learn
more about ministers from patronage cultures.
As the world and the Christians who live in it move ‘from everywhere to
everywhere,’ our missiology is entering a new paradigm. When sending workers from
the majority world, we need to consider not only how they will serve but also how they
will be sent.
In my quest to better understand mission sending from Asia, I’ve turned to my
friends and coworkers. I learn a great deal by observations, but it’s a challenge getting
clear answers to my questions. Patronage cultures also tend to be ‘face’ cultures,
speaking indirectly, affirming and agreeing, and rarely daring to risk causing offense.
Thank God I met Penny!136

Jayson Georges and Mark Baker, Ministering in Honor-Shame Cultures: Biblical Foundations and Practical Essentials,
(Downers Grove: IVP Academic, 2016), loc. 741, Kindle.
136
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Penny is a Taiwanese missionary sent overseas to serve a Muslim community.
Her deeply Taiwanese worldview has been expanded through international experience
so that she can speak frankly about her culture, even though that culture practically
forbids speaking frankly. After hearing how she adjusted to her mission field, language,
and multicultural team, I sensed patron-client themes that set her apart from her nonTaiwanese counterparts.
In Taiwan, traditional Chinese and Japanese social structures persist in modern
forms. A complex system of formal and informal rules and relationships has evolved
and adapted to make Taiwan the flourishing society it is today. Patronage is so integral
to Taiwan that there is no need for a word for it. ‘Relationships’ will do.
So when I sat down for lunch with Penny, I didn’t ask her about patronage
Instead, I asked her about a word I had noticed flowing from her lips often: loyalty. I
drew Jayson Georges’ simple diagram comprising two arrows forming a circle.137
Instead of ‘patron’ and ‘client’, I named the parties A and B. The only word I wrote was
‘loyalty.’

Image adapted from Jayson Georges, Ministering in Patronage Cultures: Biblical Models and Missional Implications
(Downsers Grove: IVP Academic, 2019), chap. 1, figure 1.1, Kindle.
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The Interview

Loyalty
Julie: “I have noticed that you Taiwanese are very loyal people. As a full-time crosscultural missionary, who are you loyal to?”
Penny: My mother church. That’s A, and I am B.
Julie: “What does your mother church give you that makes you respond with loyalty?”
Penny: A mother church is what you might call a sending church, but it is more than that.
It’s my spiritual home. It’s where my spiritual parents are. For some people, it is where
they first heard the gospel and the only church they have ever belonged to. For me, I grew
up going to a small traditional church with my family, but this is the church that welcomed
me when I moved to the city. Even if they give me nothing more, they deserve my loyalty
because of our history.
When I felt called to go overseas, my pastor prepared the way for me to go to our
church’s internal Bible college and missions training center. They have supported me the
whole time. They helped me connect with a team overseas, even though not everyone from
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that team is from Taiwan. Some churches only send out missionaries to teams entirely
staffed by their own church network, but mine is much more open than that.
When I am away, the assistant pastor checks in on my mother. When I am on home
assignment, the church provides housing for me.
Together, we wrote these words on our diagram to show what A gives to B: access,
opportunities, resources, solving problems. When I tried to find a way to describe
having a place in society’s system of relational networks – sometimes called ‘social
capital’ – words like status and legitimacy were deemed too crude or too specific.
Penny thought a better word was guanxi; the benefit of relationship is more
relationship.
Julie: How do you express your loyalty?
Penny: Mostly by giving thanks and being loyal. Of course, I send little gifts, and I always
come back home. I submit, and I follow their advice.
Julie: Obedience?
Penny: I guess I am obedient, but I’m not forced to agree with everything. I don’t always
have to take the pastor’s side in a dispute. I can disagree, but I genuinely respect them, so
if I listen to them with a humble and prayerful heart, I usually will realize they are right. It
would be hard for someone whose pastor is not mission-minded or has a different vision. It
can be a source of conflict, especially when a young person receives a calling from God and
their pastor disagrees. I thank God that’s not my situation.
Julie: Apart from your loyalty and thanks, what else does your church get from the
relationship?
Penny: You sound so direct! We would never ask that, but I know what you mean. My
church is much easier on me than some other churches. They don’t require me to work fulltime at the church while back home. They give me the freedom to go and spend time with
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my mother, and they let me have time off to do some job training so I can use the skills to
work in a job on the mission field.
Julie: Does it also improve their social position – sorry to use these ugly words again –
does having you as their sent missionary increase their status?
Penny: Of course! Everyone wants to feel that kind of pride and talk about their
achievements. But instead of saying it so directly, I’d rather say they want to publicly
thank God for what he is doing through them.
Actually, it can be a tricky situation for low-key people like me. We have to be
careful because we are in sensitive regions. We could get our visas revoked, Muslim
landlords could find out, or the parents might not send their children anymore. In Taiwan,
everything has to be on Facebook and out there being spread and promoted. It’s tough for
my church to keep it low-key. Maybe that’s why they don’t require me to go and serve at
the church as much as some other missionaries do.
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“Missionaries”
Penny, and other Chinese speakers, use the word missionary as a title, like Pastor or
Doctor. Even in Chinese churches in Australia, I’ve listened to a sermon by ‘Pastor
Wang’ one week and ‘Missionary Chen’ the next. I was educated in the West, where the
challenge is to shed the baggage of colonialism and serve cross-culturally as partners.
I served in mainland China, where mission work is banned, and every Christian is
‘Brother’ or ‘Sister.’ So, I have been conditioned to speak and write about ‘crosscultural servants’ and ‘global Christians’ rather than missionaries. But it seems that in
Taiwan, the word missionary is a source of pride rather than invoking fear of
persecution or regret over colonial-era sins.
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Julie: You said A is your mother church. Where does your sending agency fit into this
picture?
Penny: Good question. So firstly, a lot of people don’t go with an agency. There are just
sent out by their church. This way works very well for big churches like Bread of Life, but it
is difficult for smaller churches.
If there is an agency involved, there are two different situations. First, there is the
proper mission agency like IMB , where the church essentially hands responsibility to the
agency. This is only fair since the agency provides all the resources and relationships, so
they are the ones the missionary has to submit to and follow. The mother church still gets
the sense of pride and loyalty but has to give up its claim on the missionary to some extent.
It can be hard to do, and maybe that is one of the reasons not many Taiwanese join proper
mission agencies.
Julie: What is the second kind?
Penny: So now there are new structures that we call mission networks if your local church
is not big enough to support you fully. They can support us in various ways, but they don’t
replace the mother church. They have the final say on what we do on the mission field, but
overall, the mother church is still the one who sends and supports us. This way, your
mother church can keep a close relationship with you long term. The mother church needs
to accept that they don’t know the field and give up that control, but that’s only while we
are on the field.
Julie: It sounds like in both these situations, the missionary has two different A’s.
Penny: Right. That’s what makes it difficult. In the IMB model, the mother church would
worry that the agency has taken their person away from them. In the network situation,
they only hand over responsibility for a set time.
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Penny added arrows and dotted lines to the diagram to illustrate the place of a mission
agency in relation to the missionary and sending church.
Julie: It all sounds very neat. Could there be a conflict? For instance, what if your
church says come home and the agency or mission network says stay on the field?
Penny: This happens all the time. We can draw these diagrams to make it look neat and
clean, but in the end, the mother church is the real A.
Julie: Ok, now that we have this neat diagram, are you ready to mess it up?
Penny: Sure. You have a third kind of sending agency to talk about, don’t you? Is it the
faith mission?
Julie: How did you guess?
Penny: OMF is a faith mission, and we haven’t talked about them yet. When I said there are
two situations, I kind of had in mind that the faith missions work like the proper mission,
like IMB. But I get the feeling there is some difference there that you want to talk about. I
don’t really understand how the faith missions work.
As an aside, I am not accustomed to using the terms Penny chose to distinguish
mission agencies. My friends at OMF might not be very pleased to hear that in Penny’s
vocabulary being a ‘faith mission’ means they are not a ‘proper mission.’ Likewise, I
doubt anyone from IMB would say their mission lacks faith. Nevertheless, I didn’t
press the issue in my conversation with Penny.
Julie: So this is how a lot of overseas agencies do their support raising. Many of them,
whether they are called faith missions or not, work on the principle that each
missionary needs to raise their own support funds. You might be blessed to have one
church with a big budget and a bunch of individual donors so that 100% of your needs
come from your mother church, but that’s not always the case. In fact, many people
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would rather not raise their support that way because it makes the missionary
indebted to one church and potentially at the whim of their one pastor.
So I can have A is my mother church, B is me, the missionary, but then C and D
are other churches I have visited, and they agreed to support me. E might be the
church I went to as a child. Then I’ve got G, H, I, and a lot of others who are my
individual friends, classmates, or family members who give to support me, even if they
don’t belong to any of these churches.
Penny: No wonder Taiwanese don’t join these. That would never work for us.138
Julie: What do you see as the biggest challenge?
Penny: Well, first of all, it would be hard to get enough support. People know you have so
many other supporters.
Secondly, what if A and one of these others are not together?
Julie: I see you are being polite. Are you wondering how we decide who to obey? Is it
based on who has the longest relationship? Or on who gives more financial support? Or
what? As the missionary stuck between two or three warring pastors, you wouldn’t
know who to side with.
Penny: Right. An important role of A is to provide direction and good advice.

138 “Not many Taiwanese join faith missions” would be more accurate. United Mission Of Taiwan (UMOT) published their
most recent survey results in 2017. The 32 agencies surveyed reported having a total of 191 missionaries in service at the
time (average 6 missionaries per agency) with tenure ranging from 1 year to over 30 years. UMOT estimates that only 3050% of Taiwanese missionaries belong to a mission agency separate from their church. Less than half of missionaries sent
through agencies had multiple sources of funding. https://umot.group/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/下載專區_2017台灣教
會跨文化宣教調查報告_書面版.pdf
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Julie: So here’s where the extra level comes in. All these A’s have their own A, and it is
God. To be in this system, you need to trust God’s wise advice as patron of all these,
his clients. These all become brokers. A broker is both a patron and a client. So A and C
and D are all patrons to the missionary, but they are all clients of God.
Penny: This is so Western.
Julie: How so?
Penny: It just is. I have to think about it…
It’s Western individualism. It says, ‘I know better than my leaders how to discern
God’s will.’
Julie: Penny, you are the first Taiwanese person to share so openly with me about
these things. Thank you so much.

Closing thoughts
More and more, international mission sending agencies are realizing that their
established ways of doing things might not suit members from non-Western cultures.
Assumptions were made in the past about all manner of things: choice of mission field;
who provides pre-field training; the number of supporting churches needed;
appropriate ways to ask (or indirectly imply the need) for funds; the degree of an
individual’s freedom to decide how to use their funds, time and other resources; how
to prevent and resolve conflict; and when to come home.
Cultures are complex. They defy simplistic labels such as ‘patronage cultures’
and dichotomies like ‘Western and non-Western.’ Navigating the many paths of helping
Christians from diverse backgrounds take the gospel cross-cultrually is going to take
more than just a study of patronage. Nevertheless, I am convinced that a better
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understanding of patron-client dynamics in mission sending is an urgent need for
mission organisations hoping to become more international.

About the Author
Julie B. Ma (pseudonym) is an Australian who, with her Chinese husband, served among
Hui Chinese Muslims for almost ten years. She still serves as a missionary in a Creative
Access Community in Asia. She is a graduate of Sydney Missionary and Bible College
and a member of the Angelina Noble Centre for women in cross-cultural missions
research.
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Arab Women and Bereavement

Louise Griffin

Introduction
My husband and I have served in the Arab world for more than 25 years, most recently
in the Arab Peninsula.
During 2020 I did a Master’s research project looking at Arab Muslim women,
bereavement and what this revealed about their perception of God.
For the research, 22 women from the Arab Peninsula were observed: two-thirds
Sunni, one-third Ibadi. All were women from among my relationships. I observed some
women go through bereavement. I also collected personal stories of losses from
others. I did interviews with some women on religious life and practice. And I collected
screenshots from almost all the women, of their profiles, messages, and WhatsApp
status posts. While some posts were light-hearted, many were of a religious nature,
including many du’a supplications. These were a rich source of information and a
window into the hearts of the women, revealing their fears and desires.
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Section I: Predestination, patience and the practice of du’a supplication
Patience and perseverance
Almost all of the women struggled with loss. At the same time, acceptance of God's
will and patience/perseverance in the face of loss was emphasized. One woman
mentioned sber – patience/perseverance in enduring suffering and loss – as a key
cultural value. Several posts mentioned patience, for example:
O God, reward us in our misfortune, and leave us blessing better than it.
And strengthen our hearts and mend our fractures (broken hearts), O
Lord of the Worlds. O God make easy for our hearts the bitterness of
separation, and make us patient with Your destiny (Decree and
Determination – what God has decreed)...139
God loves the patient ones.
One woman posted this verse from the Qur’an on her WhatsApp profile for eight
months after she lost her husband:
Give glad tidings to the patient, those who when affliction befalls them,
say, “Truly we are God’s and to Him we return.” (Surah 2:156-157)
This is one of the verses in the Qur’an that the phrase ‘Ina lillah wa ina ilayh
raaja’oun’ (‘To God we belong and to Him we will return’) comes from. The meaning is

139

Unless otherwise noted, all emphases in quotes and hadith are mine.
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patience in accepting God's will in His taking of the one that has been lost. This phrase
is almost always used to announce a death, and during the period of mourning.
In Islam the tradition of lamentation is discouraged.140 The bereaved person is
urged to accept with patience and resignation God's decree to take someone's life,
even when it was tragic or premature. Lamentation suggests a lack of forbearance and
questions God's wisdom in decreeing death.
However, I noted many examples of women crying, often in secret. Many were
intense, and there even seemed despair. And for some who had just suffered a loss, the
emphasis on patience seemed to cover up the pain. One friend told me her mother was
sboura (patient) after the loss of her daughter. But she told me later that she often
found her mother crying in bed after everyone else had gone to sleep.
I found two hadith about bereavement and weeping in a book one of the women
gave me in 2015: Riyad Al Salihin – Gardens of the Righteous, written by Imam Nawawi, a
13th century Islamic scholar from Damascus. A neighborhood group she attended was
studying this book. Muhammad was seen weeping over the death of a follower, and
then of his son:

Leor Halevi, “Funerary practices,” in Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 3, ed. Kate Fleet, Gudrun Krämer, et. al (Leiden: Brill,
2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_ei3_COM_27205.

140
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929. Ibn Umar relates that the Holy Prophet visited Sa’ad ibn Ubadah in
his illness… The Holy Prophet on seeing Sa’ad began to weep and his
companions also wept. He told them: Listen well. Allah does not punish
the shedding of tears or the grief of the heart, but punishes or forgives
the utterances of this; and he pointed to his tongue. (Bokhari and Muslim)
931. Anas relates that the Holy Prophet came to his son Ibrahim when he
was in extremity and his eyes began to run, whereupon Abdur Rahman ibn
Auf exclaimed: Messenger of Allah, even you? The Holy Prophet said: Ibn
Auf, this is but the tenderness of the heart. He wept again and said: The
eye sheds tears and the heart is sorrowful. But we utter only that which
should please our Lord. We are indeed grieved, Ibrahim, by thy parting.
(Bokhari)141
According to these hadith, weeping is permitted, but not words questioning God.

Predestination
Patience in accepting the loss of a loved one is a product of the doctrine of
predestination, one of the key beliefs in Islam about God, death, and the afterlife. The
Arabic term for predestination is al-Qadha wa al-Qadar. Hoffman translates this as
“(Divine) decree and determination”142 – God has decreed all things from eternity and
His determination carries this out. She cites two hadith about predestination:

Imam Nawawi, Gardens of the Righteous: Riyadh as-Salihin, trans. Muhammad Zafrulla Khan (London: Curzon and Tilford,
Surrey: Islam International Publications, 1975), https://www.alislam.org/library/books/GardensRighteous.pdf.
142
Valerie Hoffman, The Essentials of Ibadi Islam, (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 2012), ebook 384.
141
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The first thing God created was the Pen, which He commanded to write
the destinies of all things until the day of Judgment (Abu Dawud).
An angel visits each unborn child after 120 days in the womb and writes
its sex, sustenance, term of life (i.e. time of death), its deeds, and whether
it will be happy or miserable in the afterlife (Muslim).
According to Ghulam, predestination is the 6th pillar of faith in Islam. He
describes it in this way:
We believe Allah has created the universe and He is the Absolute
Controller and Regulator. Allah has fixed a set course for everything in
the universe. This is called al-Qadr. Nothing can happen without the will
and the knowledge of Allah. The destiny of every creature is already
known to Allah…143
The conclusion and application of this is the belief that everything is
predestined by God, including life and death. And because Islam means “total
submission to the ordinances of Allah”144, Muslims must accept everything that
happens in life, good or bad, as being ordained by God.
This belief showed through in many posts:

Sawar Ghulam, Islam: Beliefs and Teachings, 8th ed. (London: The Muslim Educational Trust, 2006). https://www.muslimlibrary.com/english/islam-beliefs-and-teachings/, 22.
144
Badru D. Kateregga and David W. Shenk, A Muslim and a Christian in Dialogue (Scottdale, PE: Herald Press, 1997), 27.
143
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Good morning to hearts content with the decrees. So, be content with
them.
Our hearts were saddened when they passed away, and our eyes cried
because of their separation (from us). But we are satisfied with the
(divine) determination of the Creator and our tongues will continue to
call out in supplication for them.
My brother and friend and beloved and support and help has departed
and this by God’s command . So, O God, no objection, praise be to God in
every situation.

Du’a supplication and the changing of destiny
The belief that everything has been predestined from eternity and that one needs to
accept this and submit to it with patience is a seemingly impenetrable ceiling that
women face in life.
But I discovered there is a way out – du’a. This is the word in Islam for the prayer
of supplication. Salat refers to the ritual prayer that Muslims perform five times a day.
It consists of the Fatiha, the opening surah of the Qur'an, followed by any other surah
or verses from the Qur'an. Du’a, in contrast, is an appeal to God for something.
One of the biggest surprises from the research was the large number of
supplications posted by women, including personal prayers, prayers for the
Coronavirus pandemic, prayers for the sick, and prayers for the dead. Du’a are
obviously important to the women, yet according to the doctrine of predestination, it
seemed that destiny could not be changed. Despite this doctrine, however, I was
surprised to come across posts during Ramadan about the changing of destiny:
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The Night of Decree. It was named with this name because our destinies
we believe can be changed. I ask You, O God, to make it arrive.
O God, make us arrive at the Night of Decree and make us of those whose
destinies were changed for the best.
I also discovered an interesting hadith:
Nothing can change destiny except du’a. (Tirmidhi 2319) 145

The Night of Decree
The references in posts to changing of destiny were mostly during Ramadan and in
particular the Night of Decree during the last 10 days of Ramadan.
The Night of Decree (Laylat al-Qadar) commemorates the night when the first
surah of the Qur’an was sent down. It is also called the Night of Power, or the Night of
Destiny. According to Surah 97, on this night God sends His angels down with destinies
for the coming year. So Muslims spend all this night supplicating and asking God to
change these destinies for something better.

Found in M.M. Dheen Mohamed, “Muslim Prayer in Practice” in Prayer: Christian and Muslim Perspectives, ed. David
Marshall and Lucinda Mosher (Washington DC: Georgetown University Press, 2013), 25-40.; “Can Supplications Change
Destiny?” About Islam, August 13, 2021, https://aboutislam.net/counseling/ask-about-islam/can-supplication-dua-changedestiny/; and Abu Muhammad, “Dua has the Ability to Change one’s Destiny,” Arab News, February 21, 2014,
https://www.arabnews.com/news/528851
145
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How does this reconcile with the doctrine of predestination? Razi146 cites two
medieval scholars, Ibn Taymimah and Ibn Qaiyyim al-Jawziyya, who provided an
elaborate reconciliation of changing of destinies: the destinies written on the
‘Preserved Tablet’ in heaven are general and overall but there are other destinies that
are details of this and subject to change: the lifespan of a person, the annual destinies
sent down on the Night of Decree and the daily destiny for maintaining the universe.
But it is unclear how widely this reconciliation was accepted. In general Muslims
simply accept the belief in predestination and engage in supplication without
questioning how they can be reconciled.
The changing of destiny is supposed to be just for the coming year. But I also
found prayers for paradise in the supplications; for example a special supplication that
could be prayed during the last 10 days of Ramadan and the Night of Decree:
Oh God, we ask you the best and more.
This post includes this explanation with the du’a: “the best means paradise and
more means to meet God in paradise.”
Other posts included:

Mohammed Razi, “Concept of al Qadaa and al-Qadar,” Learn Deen, April 12, 2004.
https://web.archive.org/web/20081203154722/http://www.learndeen.com/jm/deen-islam/aqueeda-a-tawheed/qada-walqadar1/44/57-concept-of-al-qadaa-and-al-qadar.html
146
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Oh God, as we have reached the night of halfway through Your holy
month, make us arrive at the completion of the month, and recognition of
the Night of Decree, and write in it for us your emancipation from the
fire.
O God, make us of those to whom intercessions were made and You have
forgiven and written paradise for them. O God, provide us with Your
pardon and Your forgiveness and emancipation from Your fires (hell).

Resignation and Manipulation
Bill Musk has contributed the paradigm of resignation/manipulation: Muslims resign
themselves to accept whatever happens because God has decreed it. But at the same
time, they actively manipulate this through employing a range of folk Islamic
practices.147 But the manipulation of God’s will that Musk describes is focused on
survival in this life, not where women will spend eternity.
The emphasis on supplication fits this paradigm, but with two differences. Firstly,
the women in this study, while showing acceptance of fate in this life and resignation
to God’s will and decrees, were also intensely focused on eternity and changing their
ultimate destiny. And this was achieved through du’a supplication.

147

Musk, Touching the Soul of Islam, p.175-196.
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Secondly du’a supplication is an orthodox practice, not a folk practice. And
changing of destiny has orthodox support. Halevi148 and Yusuf149 both mention that
du’a for the dead is encouraged.
Other practices I observed amongst women were: offering of sadaqa (alms) on
behalf of the deceased and doing the umrah (the minor pilgrimage to Mecca) on behalf
of the deceased. However du’a supplication was the practice that stood out. Women
may have been doing this previously, but I never saw it. However, social media brought
this into light and sharp focus.
None of the women in this study used occult practices in seeking to change
eternal destiny. However, in 2013, I visited one woman who wanted to meet a friend of
mine from Africa, to seek her help in communicating with her daughter who had died in
a car accident.

Special times and places
Surah 97 says the Night of Decree is better than a thousand months – 83 years of
worship. This shows the value of this night and why our friends are so focused on
praying on this night. But there were other special times that seemed to increase the
chance of du’a supplications being accepted. These included Fridays, White days – the
three days of full moon in the middle each month – and the Day of Arafah.
The Day of Arafah is the second day of the hajj pilgrimage in Mecca, and the day
before Eid Al-Adha. On this day pilgrims travel to Mount Arafah and spend all day

Halevi, “Funerary practices.”
Hamza Yusuf, “Death, Dying and the Afterlife in the Quran,” in The Study Quran: A New Translation and Commentary, ed.
Seyyed Hossein Nasr (San Francisco: HarperOne, 2015),ebook 99135-100222.).

148
149
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supplicating for forgiveness. Some Muslims who are not on the hajj pilgrimage fast on
this day. One hadith says:
There is no day on which Allah (swt) frees people from the Fire more so
than on the Day of Arafah. (Muslim)150
There are also special places that increase the favorability of supplications being
answered. The Masjid al-Haram (Great Mosque) in Mecca is the most favorable –
prayers offered there have 100,000 times the value of prayers offered anywhere
else.151 This is possibly why people do the minor pilgrimage on behalf of someone who
died. Offering du’a supplication in mosques is also favorable.

‘Du’a, the weapon of the believer’
Near the end of my research I came across a book by Yasir Qadhi, an American Muslim
theologian of Pakistani origin: Du’a: the weapon of the believer.152 He also cites the
hadith “Nothing can change destiny except du’a.” And he discusses the right etiquette
for making du’a in order to increase the chances of it being accepted. Offering du’a at
special times and in special places are two of the practices for this, but also repetition
of the names and attributes of God.

Mufti Muhammad Ismail, “The Day of Arafah: All Your Questions Answered,” Muslim Hands,
https://muslimhands.org.uk/latest/2018/08/the-day-of-arafah-what-is-the-significance-and-how-do-we-make-the-mostof-it
151
Sunan Ibn Majah 1406, https://sunnah.com.
152
Abu Ammaar Yasir Qadhi, Du’a: the Weapon of the Believer: a treatise on the status and etiquette of du’a in Islam
(Birmingham, UK: Al-Hidaayah, 2001), https://islamfuture.files.wordpress.com/2009/12/du-a-the-weapon-of-thebeliever.pdf.
150
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Qadhi makes the important point that there are no special conditions for making
du’a: women can be in their monthly period and a state of ritual impurity, but unlike
with salat, they can still offer du’a. Being able to make du’a supplication even in a state
of impurity is a tremendous bonus for women.

Conclusion
Women earnestly desire and seek some control over their future and their final
destiny, for themselves and those they have lost. Du’a is the only crack in the ceiling of
predestination that women have. So, they pursue this with all their energy.

Questions:
1.

How do you see the belief in predestination and the practice of
manipulation manifesting itself with the friends you minister to?

2. What have you observed and learned about du’a from your friends? Ask
them about it.
3. What religious things do your friends post on social media?
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Section II: Fear of death, the grave and God: the perception of God among
Arab Muslim women in the face of tragedy, death and suffering
Beliefs about the Afterlife
The du’a supplications for the dead posted on social media were an eye-opener into
beliefs about death and the afterlife. For example:
O God, have mercy on [ ] and forgive her and make her grave a garden of
the gardens of Paradise.O God, it is our dead in Your custody and the
cords of Your vicinity. Guard them from the trial of the grave and the
punishment/torment of the Fire. You are faithful and true. Have mercy on
them, You are the Forgiving and the Merciful One. (Sunan Daud Book 21
Hadith 3202)
O God, have mercy on those who have been separated from us and You
know the suffering of their loss and the measure of our yearning/ longing
for them. O God forgive them and let them pass unpunished and cool their
graves and make their graves the most beautiful dwellings their eyes
have fallen asleep in, And provide them with the pleasure of looking at
Your generous face.
Orthodox belief is that the soul remains in the grave with the body until the day
of resurrection.153 There is a questioning in the grave by angels, followed by the
torment of the grave and various tortures such as being bitten by snakes and being

153

Halevi, “Funerary practices.”
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crushed. Those with the correct answers to the questions will be protected from the
torment. At the day of resurrection, all mankind will be raised and have to stand in
terror waiting for the day of judgment and the reckoning.154
A favorite prayer in social media posts was for God to make their grave a garden
of the gardens of paradise and not a pit of the pit of hell. Also, although there were
some hints in posts of the soul going to paradise, most prayers were for those in
the grave.

Fear of the Grave
Although true worshippers are promised protection from the torment, a widening
grave and a window opening to paradise, most of the focus of supplications was on
asking for protection for the dead from the torment and relief from suffering and
loneliness. This indicates fear of death, the grave, and the afterlife. And ultimately this
points to a fear of God and the Day of Judgment.
One woman posted this picture of an open grave with the body wrapped in white
placed in a niche on one side. This shows the method of burial in this part of the world.
At the bottom is a hadith that graphically portrays the fear of the grave that Muslims
have:

Roberto Tottoli, “Afterlife,” in Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 3, ed. Kate Fleet, Gudrun Krämer, et. al (Leiden: Brill, 2009).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_ei3_COM_22930; and Yusuf, “Death, Dying.”
154
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The Messenger of God, PBUH, said: “I have not seen a sight more
frightening than the sight of the grave.” (Tirmidhi 2308)
It seems even Islam’s founder was afraid of the grave, something his followers
have inherited.
This corresponds with what I found in a paper I did on cultural values for an
anthropology course. The saddest experiences in women's lives were always the death
of someone close to them. The greatest fears were fear of God, the torment of the
grave and its various tortures (snakes and being crushed), and hellfire. The number one
desire of women was for paradise.
This also confirms what Abdel-Khalek, a researcher in Kuwait, discovered.155 He
developed a death anxiety scale for the Arab world (Arabic Scale of Death Anxiety –

Ahmed M. Abdel-Khalek, “The Arabic Scale of Death Anxiety (ASDA): Its development, validation, and results in three
Arab countries,” Death Studies 28 no. 5 (2004): 435-457. https://doi.org/10.1080/07481180490437572

155
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ASDA) and tested it in Egypt, Kuwait and Syria. He found that there was a fear of four
factors: dead people and tombs/graves, postmortem events, incurable disease, and
preoccupation with death. The item “fear of the torture of the grave” had a very high
score. In addition, Abdel-Khalek found that women had significantly higher ASDA score
than men, and that those from Kuwait had higher scores than those from Egypt
and Syria.

Image of God
When sharing our message of hope, the best place to start is the image of God and
address their worldview about God. For this reason, the ultimate aim of the research
was to discern the image or perception of God that women possessed, and out of this
develop a response.
Requests for mercy and forgiveness were the main theme of the supplications.
For example, this plea:
Oh God, have mercy on our departed one. Oh God, forgive her till nothing
remains to be forgiven. Oh God, have mercy on her till nothing remains to
have mercy on. Oh God, be satisfied with her till nothing remains (still) to
be satisfied with.
All the women in this study seemed to be fully aware of their need for
forgiveness. The intense and repeated cry for the forgiveness of sins suggests that
this is one of their greatest felt needs, for example in this du’a:
O God, do not dismiss me from this night, except with (my) sins forgiven
[...] O God, grant us the best of that night, Your forgiveness (absolution),
Your generosity and Your grace, O God, O God, O God.
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Women were also afraid of dying without an opportunity to repent. “O God, O
God, O God” and “O Lord, O Lord, O Lord” were used in the final line of many pleas,
showing despair and intensity.
The most frequently mentioned attributes of God were merciful and forgiving:
o Most Merciful of the Merciful (aRaham ar-rahmin): used 14 times;
o Much Forgiving (al-Ghfour): used 12 times;
o The Pardoner (al-Afou): mentioned 9 times;
o The Generous One (al-Karim): mentioned 17 times.
While the repetition of God's names and attributes is a practice that Muslims
employ to increase the chances of their supplications being accepted by God and
answered,156 the emphasis on God’s mercy and forgiveness, and the use of the names
‘The Most Merciful of the Merciful’ and ‘The Pardoner’ suggest that this is the type of
God that women desire.
However, there is a contradiction in what women asked: after invoking God as
the Most Merciful of the Merciful, they then supplicate to God for him to relieve the
suffering of their dead, for them to rest assured of his acceptance of them, and that
they would not be tormented while they ask for forgiveness.
None of the women in this study were MBBs, but we know from MBBs from the
region that the God of mercy is only one face of the God of Islam. There is another face
they sense, the face of punishment. If they do anything bad they will be punished with

156
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hell. This is the face they primarily see, and they are afraid of it.157 This other face of
wrath was hinted at in some posts:
Oh God, establish our hearts in Your love, obedience and piety, and grant
us your forgiveness, contentment and the gain of your paradise, and keep
us away from your dissatisfaction and anger, O Lord of the Worlds.
O God, make us to be among those who, if they have done good, rejoice,
and if they have done wrong, to ask for forgiveness, and You do not
forbid us (to ask for forgiveness). And we ask You that, while we are
seeking forgiveness, that You do not torment us [...]
And in this line from a supplication for the dead in a book of supplications:
O God, make them of those who delight in comfort and fragrance and a
Lord not wrathful.158
The face of mercy seems to be the God they desire and hope for, whereas the
actual image they have of God is a God with two faces, one merciful and the other
wrathful. The women are afraid of this second face.
The emphasis on asking for God’s mercy also portrays a perception of a God
who is absolutely sovereign, a God they need to beg for mercy from. One of the lines of
a prayer for the Night of the Decree calls God the “Doer of what He wants.” This

Warrick Farah, “Factors Influencing Arab Muslims to Embrace Biblical Faith that Inform Adaptive Evangelism in Islamic
Contexts” (PhD thesis, Fuller Theological Seminary, 2015).
158
“Prayers for the Dead,” in Call to Me and I Will Answer You, a book of supplications, 72-74.
157
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implies a God who is completely sovereign and who can do whatever he wants,
including changing his decrees.
This corresponds with Zwemer's analysis that the most important thing about
God is his will and Muslims must submit to his decrees.159 Zwemer also comments that
the God of Islam has no commitment to any moral standard. He can do whatever he
wants and change his mind when and if he wants. He created good and evil, including
hell, death, Satan, evil spirits, demons, even all the good and evil acts of men.160 And he
has decreed everything that will happen good and bad and has all power to do it.
This absolute sovereignty corresponds also with the basic meaning of Islam:
“total submission to the ordinances of Allah, the only true God.”161 As Musk says:
“Submission is the basic ‘ought’ of most Muslim cultures. The God of Islam is
sovereign, beyond the appeals of created things…There is no arguing His ‘will.’” 162
One vivid illustration of submission to Allah that I once saw was a lady whom I
asked whether she was sure of her final destination in paradise, she replied: “Yes, I am
sure that I will go to paradise if God wills. But if God chooses that I should go to hell, I
will go gladly, because I did His will.”
Lack of assurance also showed through in supplications:
O God, have mercy on their loneliness/desolation in the grave and grant
them Your assurance on the day of resurrection.

Samuel Zwemer, “The Moslem Doctrine of God,” in The Samuel Zwemer 7-in-1 Collection, vol. 1 (New York: American Tract
Society, 1905), 428-491.
160
Hoffman, The Essentials.
161
Badru D. Kateregga and David W. Shenk, A Muslim and a Christian in Dialogue (Scottdale, PE: Herald Press, 1997), 27.
162
Musk, Touching, 221.
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Conclusion
The image of God Arab Muslim women have is a God with two faces, one merciful and
the other wrathful, a God who is all-powerful and is totally sovereign. Women are
afraid of the second face of wrath. While they desire and hope for a God who is
merciful, they have to reconcile this with a God who will not let them into paradise
without first being tormented in the grave and terrified after the resurrection waiting
for the final judgment. Moreover, he has decreed some for the fires of hell. Women
hope that there will be some justice from God and that he will reward them for their
faithfulness. But they leave this life without certainty of God’s acceptance and entry
into paradise. The one thing that is certain for them is the torment, the punishment of
the grave and the trial that awaits them there. The result is fear of the grave, and
ultimately, fear of God.

Questions:
1.

What are your friends’ greatest fears?

2. What have you discerned about your friends’ image of God?
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Section III: Ministry to Arab Muslim women experiencing tragedy,
suffering and loss: sharing the message of Christ with them.
Death – a traumatic subject for Muslims
All of the women I observed struggled with loss. Death was a traumatic subject
for them.
Joy Loewen says:
Goodbyes are indeed painful and hard to accept, but especially so for the
Muslim, who has little certainty or comfort in what is to come [...] Final
goodbyes in times of death are incredibly difficult for the Muslim to face.
Numerous Muslim friends have responded to the news of death’s finality
with great fear and discomfort. … Saying final goodbyes to loved ones is
lonely and painful for all people. But death is most frightening to Muslims,
who have no assurance as to where they will spend eternity. They can
only hope in God’s mercy. 163
oewen recounts several stories of Muslim friends. One was afraid to learn to
drive because she would have to pass by a cemetery near her house. Another bought a
book after her mother had died to learn how to communicate with her in the afterlife.
Another had been calling her home country for three months to find out how her sick
mother was doing when they finally told her that her mother had died three months
earlier. Another hadn’t moved her husband’s clothes for two years following his death.
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Ministry to bereaved women
The Bible exhorts us “to weep with those who weep” (Rom. 12:15). Visiting the
bereaved in times of mourning, and especially during the ‘Azza, the three days of
visiting after a death, is a strong value in Arab culture, and even a duty. As one lady
shared: people are always together, whether in times of joy or in times of sadness.
If someone in a family dies they always visit the family and sit with them to ease
the pain.
Visiting grieving people is the first step in ministering to them. The ‘Azza is
important but usually very busy and limited only to expressing condolences. Later
visits when you can have more private time with the person may provide more
opportunity for ministering to them.
Healing the Wounds of Trauma has a chapter on bereavement and some practical
guidelines for ministering to the bereaved.164 It states that in the early stages of a
loss, those bereaved are not ready for theological teachings or sermons; they need
comfort and consolation. So, that should be the focus during this time. The authors
also state that one of the ways to help people get the pain out of their hearts is to talk
about it.

Resources for sharing our message of hope with bereaved Muslim women
Loewen shares how telling the stories of the death of her mother and father provoked
great interest on the part of her friends, who were amazed at the peace and certainty

Harriet Hill, Margaret Hill, et al., Healing the Wounds of Trauma (Philadelphia, PA: The American Bible Society, 2016), 2940.
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of the eternal life they demonstrated. Sharing about heaven also provoked the
same reaction.165
An older resource is J.O. Terry’s Good News for those with Stories of Grief.
He states:
Among Muslim women in North Africa, the Middle East and South Asia,
there is a custom of sharing stories of misfortune, suffering and grief
which have befallen them … In their stories of misfortune, women release
their emotion in a performance of storytelling which validates their honor
and feminine identity. The women create their own image of themselves in
life stories for their own consumption.166
Terry developed a series of stories from the Bible adapted and shaped for women
who have suffered losses. The purpose was not to strongly evangelize them, but rather
to capture their attention and interest through stories of women facing loss from
God’s Word, allow God’s Word to speak into their lives through these examples and
stimulate a desire to hear more from God’s Word.
In response to observing three families face bereavement in 2019, my husband
(Jeff) wrote a book: You know my Sorrows: How I can find hope in the midst of my loss.167
It is available in diglot English-Arabic. The first chapter looks at Job, his huge losses
and his struggles. In the end God steps in and speaks to him. He does not answer any

Loewen, Women to Women, 168-172.
J.O. Terry, Good News for Those with Stories of Grief (Singapore: International Mission Board, 1999), 1.
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of His questions, but just Him speaking is enough to bring Job comfort. He now knows
God has not forgotten him.

Fear of death and the grave
For women not in the midst of bereavement and grieving, it is possible to share more
directly about our hope in Christ.
In developing a response to beliefs about death and the afterlife, it is helpful to
ask the question: ‘Where is the pain?’ or ‘Where does it hurt?’
As we have seen, the pain seems to be that women have no certainty about their
reward from God, and instead have a fear of him. The only crack of hope they have is
through intense du’a supplication to God for mercy, forgiveness, favor, and
acceptance. This seems to be what they are looking and represents a good bridge for
us to share our message of hope.

Using supplications as a bridge to explore beliefs, fears and what women
desire most
The topic of supplications for the Night of Decree and for the dead has opened some
fruitful conversations about what we believe.
During a visit after Ramadan 2021, I asked one lady: “This Ramadan, did you offer
supplications to God? And what did you ask God for?” The lady replied, “Everything, for
my children, my health, my family, for God’s mercy and paradise.” A partner with me
for the visit asked me: “And you, Louise, what did you ask God for?” I thought for a
moment, then replied, “Well, for my country, because it has been hit hard by Corona
and many are suffering. And for my mother, because she is over 90 and it is almost two
years since I have seen her, for my family and friends.” Then I added: “And I prayed for
my friends here. I prayed for them to go to paradise.”
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This was because I read the supplications my friends posted. I was surprised and
shocked at what they were asking God for. I was sad because I could see the pain in
their hearts. Their supplications showed that they believe their dead are suffering and
being tortured in the grave because of their sins. They were asking for God to
illuminate their graves because they were in the dark, for water and rain to cool them
down because they were hot and for a breeze from paradise to cool them down. And
they asked for God’s mercy on them. I sensed they were sad because they believe
these things.
“However, the Holy Bible says something so different! And that is why we can
have rest and peace. If our dead believe what the Bible says, we know where they are,
in heaven, and we know that they are well. Yes, we are still sad when they die, and we
pray – but not for the dead. We pray for those still alive, their family, because they are
sad. We pray for God’s love, His grace, His comfort and His strength during that
difficult time.”
Then I went on to talk about how God did not create evil or death. “Death entered
the world because Adam and Eve disobeyed God in paradise. But after God expelled
them, He did not abandon mankind. He developed a plan to give mankind another
opportunity. And this was through the ‘seed of the woman.’” Then after telling some of
the stories of sacrifices, I came to Jesus the Messiah, the Lamb of Redemption.
Throughout the conversation the lady seemed to be sincerely attentive and
nodding with her head in agreement. At the end she said: “This is a very
important talk.”
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Exploring apparent contradictions – a response from the Bible
Another approach could be to gently explore contradictions in women’s beliefs with
regard to the two faces of God, one merciful and the other wrathful. The following are
some Bible stories that we can use. These stories also cover the origin of evil, the
origin of death, and flows into the hope we have in Christ:
i.

Origin of evil I: Satan’s rebellion against God. Evil does not have its origin in
God. God is a holy, righteous, and good God. He is light (1 John 1: 5). Evil, on
the contrary, came from Satan first and then from man, from their
choosing to disobey God. Satan is a fallen angel (2 Peter 2:4; Jude 6; Luke
10:18). Satan’s sin originated in him when he was puffed up because of his
great beauty and wanted to be like the Most High (Isaiah 14:12-15; Ezekiel
28:11-19, interpreted figuratively). After Satan’s downfall, God judged him
and the angels who followed him by preparing a place of eternal fire for
them (Matthew 25:41). Stories of Life Productions has a video-told story in
Arabic about Satan, his rebellion, and his downfall.168

ii.

Origin of evil II: Adam, Eve, and the Fall. Evil also entered the world
through Adam and Eve’s disobedience (Genesis 2:16-17; 3:15,19,21,23;
Romans 5:12; 1 Corinthians 15:21). Because of God’s holiness, man, now
stained by sin, could no longer live in His presence, for without holiness no
one will see the Lord (Hebrews 12:14). The way back to paradise is not
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continuous supplications for forgiveness and mercy and endless efforts to
do good works, but redemption through the seed of the woman.
iii.

God and His purposes are immutable: Numbers 23:19; Malachi 3:6; James
1:16; 2 Timothy 2:13; Hebrews 6:17; Hebrews 6:18; Matthew 24:35; Hebrews
10:23; 2 Corinthians 1:19-20.

iv.

Lazarus and the rich man (Luke 16:19-31): After death the soul does not
remain in the grave but departs to the place of the dead. Prior to the
crucifixion, this consisted of two parts – paradise and a place of suffering
and torment.

v.

The thief on the cross (Luke 23:39-43): This also shows that the soul can go
paradise immediately after death – and that Jesus is the door for this:
“Today you will be with me in paradise.”

vi.

Jesus’ death and resurrection: Jesus is the one who defeated sin and the
grave when he died on the cross and rose from the dead. His death
provided eternal redemption and forgiveness for our sins, and his
resurrection defeated Satan’s power over mankind through death
(Hebrews 2:14-15). In his hands are the keys of death and the world of the
dead (Revelation 1:17-18). If we repent, believe in Jesus, and accept him as
Lord, when we die we will go to be with him in paradise.

vii.

Revelation 21:1-7 gives a beautiful picture of heaven where God will be with
us; there will be no more death and no more pain.
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Conclusion
Bereavement is an opportunity to practically share the love of Christ with women
through comforting them and sharing their grief.
For those on the other side of bereavement and grief, it is possible to share more
directly our message of hope with them. The topic of du’a supplication has opened
doors for rich conversations with friends about what they are asking God for during
Ramadan, and about what they believe about the afterlife compared with what we as
followers of Jesus believe. And the fear of death and the grave offers fertile ground
for sharing the Bible’s answer to this.

Questions:
1.

What funerary practices and customs have you observed in your area of
service?

2.

What are some steps and practical guidelines you have adopted in
ministering to bereaved women?

3.

What are some Bible passages you have used to address the image of a
two-faced God, merciful and wrathful, that women are afraid of?
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